r

dustrial electronic controllers:
where they're used
how they work

Measuring standing
waves
RCA power
supplies

As 1979 draws to a close, we pause
and reflect with appreciation on the
support and patronage received again
this year from the friends of PTS.
On behalf of PTS employees nationwide,
may I wish you the happiest of holidays
and a prosperous New Year.
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Roland F. Nobis
President, PTS Electronics, Inc.
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11 Electronic controllers in industry
By Dale R. Patrick
Functions and circuit operation of several
controllers are described.

electronic

20 Reports from the Test Lab
By Carl Babcoke

Hitachi model V-302 30MHz dual -trace scope proved to
have the features and excellent performance needed for
present-day servicing.

Servicing

22 RCAs unique scan rectification
By Gill Grieshaber

Two sets of Siamese Twin rectifiers are

in the CTC99
low -voltage power supplies. Duty cycle of SCR conduction
regulates the 123V supply.

28 Technical Notebook
By J. A. "Sam" Wilson
In this final article, Sam presents the prize-winning
counter design, explains the j -operator and corrects an

exam answer.

31 Measuring standing -wave ratio
By Joseph J. Carr
The origin of standing waves

is discussed, and
precautions are given for obtaining accurate SWR

readings with certain meter types.
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ELECTRONICS UPGRADING Seminars
WESTERN Sessions - LOS ANGELES CA

EASTERN Sessions - PITTSBURGH PA

INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS

CONSUMER/DEALER TECHNICIANS

Pittsburgh - March 19-21, 1980

Pittsburgh -March 13-15,1980
Los Angeles - April 14 - 16, 1980

Los Angeles - April 8 - 10, 1980

SPECIAL OPTION

-

VTR Servomechanism Servicing

Pittsburgh- March 16 or 22 /Los Angeles 11 or 13
Consumer or industrial electronics upgrading made easy.
Unique, concise tell -and -show methods, plus hands-on experience,
place new electronics technology at your fingertips.

So VITAL no electronics servicer shoultl miss it !
SUMMARY OF THREE-DAY SEMINAR
DAY 3 - DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

DAY 1 - TRIGGERED SCOPES
Hands -On Workshop

Learn to manipulate modern scopes
wisely and knowledgeably. Speed

up troubleshooting of even the
most complex equipment.

This
familiarization program explains

controls for CRT, vertical input,
time base, and triggering...plus
advanced scope techniques. Scope
displays become easy to analyze

after this day -long session, with
Forest Belt instructing.

DAY 2 - SOLID-STATE UPGRADING

and Updating
Gain unexpected insight into new and
established solid-state devices and
technology. Practical, entertaining
tips on solid-state circuitry teach you
how to troubleshoot quickly. Industrial maintenance session covers
higher -power solid-state devices and
applications. Wayne Lemons instructs.

VTR Servomechanisms

-

for Home or Industry
Clear up mysteries of digital electronics: gates, flip-flops, R -S
stages, truth tables, and more.
Practical help in troubleshooting
digital circuits. Instruments that
make servicing clear and direct.
An information -packed day that
puts you on top of digital technology, whether for consumer or
industrial electronics. James R.
Manery and Forest Belt instruct.

OPTIONAL (Separate Fee of 5150)

Take the uncertainty and frustration out of VTR servicing. Forest Belt guides
you step-by-step through the electronic heart of motor control in Beta and VHS
video recorders. Truly understand the unusual three-phase, electronically commutated, direct -drive DC motor that spins the helical -recording heads drum. On
the day industrial technicians attend, U-Matic will be treated too.

FEES INCLUDE:

FEES:

t *Timely training

Consumer/Dealer Tech Session

Pittsburgh or Los Angeles

$ 795 *

Industrial Tech Session

Pittsburgh or Los Angeles

$ 850 *

VTR Servomechanisms Session

Pittsburgh or Los Angeles

$ 150

t * Best teachers
f*Carry-home manual
* Hands-on experience
t * Certificate of training
* All workshop materials and functions
* Hotel room (double -occupancy)
Lunch only
* Meals

Mill to at1e110:

Here's my enrollment.

Consumer/Dealer Technician Session
NAME

Pittsburgh

ACE

$ 795

E Industrial Maintenance Technician Session

TITLE

COMPANY

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh

Los Angeles

$

850

VTR Servomechanisms Session - Consumer

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

Pittsburgh

Los Angeles

$ 150

VTR Servomechanisms Session - Commercial

EPittsburgh

PHONE

Mail

to:

Liaison

P. 0. Box 40821
Indianapolis IN 46240

Los Angeles

$ 150

TOTAL Enclosed

Check number

Money Order
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iflimirscanner
news of the industry

Stereo sound for television will receive a theoretical analysis in January, with field testing of four
different systems expected to begin in the spring. The analysis and field tests are arranged by

the Broadcast Television System Committee of the EIA. Several 1980 model color TVs have
more powerful speakers and amplifiers, and some include simulated stereo. Japan now has a
choice of bilingual or true stereo sound with TV broadcasts, and interest in similar systems is
growing rapidly in the United States.

PTS Electronics has moved its Memphis branch to 1289 Madison Avenue, P.O. Box 41043,
Memphis, TN 38104. The move provides space for a larger inventory and improved service along
with sufficient off-street parking.

The Institute of High Fidelity (IHF) has been merged into the EIA, becoming an operating
subdivision of the Audio Division of the Consumer Electronics Group of EIA.

Maurice R. Valente becomes president and chief operating officer of RCA on January 1, 1980.
Edgar Griffiths formerly was president. He will continue as chief executive officer and alos assume the chairmanship. Herbert S. Schlosser, executive vice-president of RCA, has predicted
that between 25 and 40 million videodisc players will be sold during the first 10 years. About
300 titles for the RCA SelectaVision videodiscs should be available when RCA introduces its
players. License to use 75 Paramount Pictures feature films was obtained recently, and RCA also

has agreements with MGM, 20th Century Fox, ITC Entertainment and United Features
Syndicate.

No license now is required for receive -only satellite TV terminals. Previously, before licensing a
terminal, the FCC asked for a local survey to prove that the new system could have good
reception without interference from other microwave signals. Nothing now prevents anyone
owning a direct satellite terminal except the high cost of special antenna, down converter and
amplifiers.

John J. Nevin resigned recently as chairman of Zenith, and Joseph S. Wright was appointed as
interim chairman and chief executive officer. Zenith also has announced a new five -hour
microprocessor -controlled videocassette recorder that can be programmed to record up to four
TV channels at four different times during a 14 -day period. Other features include automatic
indexing, triple -speed play and remote control.

A new lie detector is said to identify deception by analaying inaudible microtremors in the
human voice. It is the Telestar Voice Stress Analyzer which is small and sells for $149.
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Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

ti
Chassis-RCA CTC85

Chassis-RCA CTC88

PHOTOFACT-1800-1

PHOTOFACT-1787-1

SCR101
REGULATOR

120 VAC
T601

150V
C304 +

SUPPLY
(HOT)

800µF

OPEN

OPEN

+114 V

Symptom-No sound, no picture, no start-up
Cure-Check filter capacitor C304, and replace

it if

Symptom-No sound, no picture, and no start-up
Cure-Check triggering transformer T601, and replace

open

it if open

Chassis-RCA CTC88

Chassis-RCA CTC87
PHOTOFACT-1778-2

PHOTOFACT-1787-1
Q3038
X RAY PROTECTION
CR3131

Q3029

Q3031

Q3030

AFC

TRIGGER

OSC SWITCH

DC FROM

TO

RECTIFIED HORIZ

HORIZ AFC

(11

REPLACE
AS TEST

CR3135

CHECK OR
REPLACE

23.8 V ZENER

Symptom-No sound, no raster, and horiz osc

is

dead

Cure-Check shut -down transistor 03038, and

re-

Symptom-Erratic start-up or intermittent raster
Cure-Check or replace trigger transistor Q3031, and

place it if bad

replace if bad

Chassis-RCA CTC97
PHOTOFACT-No Photofact

Chassis-RCA CTC97
PHOTOFACT-No Photofact

Q3017

Q101

ERROR AMP

HORIZ OUTPUT
C3111

.22

R3111
4.3 M

R624

150 V
HOT

GROUND

2.752 R
l0W

\

RETURN

30 V

OPEN

Symptom-No picture, no sound and no start-up
Cure-Check R624, and replace it if open
11.

OPEN

Symptom-No height, or insufficient height
Cure-Check R3111, and replace it if open
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ifilniature

in the news

El

The Electronics Industries Associ-

ation recently awarded William E.
Boss the

soldering

1979

Distinguished Service

Award. Boss is division vice presi-

dent, distributor and commercial
relations. RCA Consumer Electron-

Los Angeles chapter, Business/
Professional

Advertising

Associa-

tion. Previously, he was advertising
manager, Turco products division,
Purex.

ics.

Ellen Beebee has been named

stations

US JVC recently announced the
appointment of N. Sakoda to the
position of director and president.

Sakoda was formerly general man-

sales representative for Alpha Wire
Corporation. Prior to her promotion,
Beebee was employed at Alpha in
technical service.

ager of the export administrative
division of Victor Company of Japan.

1)

The appointment of Seth M.

Willenson as staff vice president of
SelectaVision

videodisc programs
was announced by RCA. Willenson
joined RCA in April. Previously, he
was vice president, feature distribution, with Films Incorporated.

GC Electronics has appointed
Wayne G. Timpe vice president previously vice president -manufacturing and research. Also at GC, James
Heighway, former national manager

of distributor and consumer sales,

has been promoted to director,
N0.1 ANSWER
FOR

PRINTED CIRCUITS

srWeller

special marketing.

ITT Blackburn has elected Peter
E. Fuerst president. Fuerst succeeds

William E. Wilton, who has been

named chairman of ITT Blackburn's
executive committee.

Richard C. Tyrrell has been

named director of AutoSound sales,

RCA distributor and special products division. Previously, he served
as manager, planning and development for government services marketing, in the RCA service company,
Cherry Hill, NJ.

R. Fred Webb has been named
manager, marketing, for General
Electric's semiconductor products

department. Webb, who has been

Terry McCarthy, former Western
region manager of marketing communications for the electronic com-

ponents group, TRW, has been

named manager, advertising, ITT
Cannon Electronic. McCarthy is a

director and past president of the

with GE since 1960, was previously
regional manager, Southeastern region, for the electronic component

sales department. Webb replaces
John C. Garrett, who was named
president and managing director of

ECCO Ltd., GE's semiconductor

manufacturing subsidiary in Dundalk, Ireland.

MP Series. Two models, 650°F or

750°F output, designed especially for

today's printed circuit electronics.
Famous closed loop control protects
sensitive components from heat damage. Comfortable pencil -grip iron with
non -burnable cord. Power unit operates from line -voltage with step-down
transformer. ON/OFF switch and red

indicator light. "Non -sinking" tool

MICROWAVE SURVEY METER
SPECIAL U.S. INTRODUCTORY PRICE - $169.00
Compact "Little Brother" of the popular HI -1501
Model Hl -1800

stand. Tip -cleaning sponge receptacle.

Variety of available tips multiply usefulness of this versatile station.

Ask your local distributor or write...

COOPER

TheCooperGroup
Electronics Division llll
WELLER' WISS" XCELITE"

PO BOX 728. APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502. 9191962-7511

Circle (6) on Reply Card
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Immediate Delivery - 90 Day Warranty

Operates on two 9 volt alkaline
batteries, included
Temperature Compensated
Range: 0-10 mw/cm2
Calibrated at 2450 MHz
Accuracy: ± 1 db
Attractive Carrying Case with
foam insert, beaker and
instruction manual
Order from
HOLADAY INDUSTRIES, INC.
75096 Washington Ave. South
Edina, MN 55435 (612) 941-5100
Telex: 290922

Circle (13) on Reply Card
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There is no charge for a listing in Reader's Exchange, but

we reserve the right to edit all copy. Due to the limited
amount of space for this department, ads must show no
more than five items. If you can help with a request, write

The one tool
that pays for itself
first t e out.

directly to the reader, not to Electronic Servicing.

For Sale: 100 octal tubes (mostly unboxed) with 1V,
7V, 14V, 35V and 50V heaters, $35 plus shipping, or

trade for test equipment; Millivac model MV -27

micro-millivoltmeter (250pV to 1000V in 14 ranges),

with manual, in good condition and calibration, $45;
McMurdo -Silver model 900 Vomax VTVM, with

manual but needs selector switch rewired, $25 or

trade. Howard Adams, 209 West Shadywood Drive,
Midwest City, OK 73110.

Needed: Magnavox volumes 5-12 service manuals.
Will buy complete set or single volumes. Gerwig's TV,
Rt 1, Box 194, Round Hill, VA 22141.

For Sale: Complete set of Rider's TV manuals with
indexes; Rider's radio manuals 6 and 8 -to -22 inclusive;

Rider's PA manual 1. $15 each in sets, or $25 singly.
R. N. Douglas, 1020 Fitzallen Road, Glen Burnie, MD
21061.

For Sale: Overstock of transistor, tubes and other TV

and stereo parts and merchandise. A. Tucker, P.O.
Box 2636, Macon, GA 31203.

For Sale: EICO 495 voltage calibrator, $10; Sprague
TO -6 capacitor tester, $100: Hickok 470 VTVM with
probes, $50; B&K-Precision 970 radio Analyst, $100;
also, 5AXP4 and 8YP4 test tubes, $15 each. L. E.
Stokes, 2316 Fontaine Drive, Alton, IL

62002.

For Sale: Leader model LS -5 electronic switch, never
used, $65; Rider's volume 12 Perpetual Troubleshooter's manual, $15; Photofacts 330 to 800, $2.75 each.
Richard Sanderford, 6400 Andy Drive, Raleigh, NC
27610.

For Sale: Precision E-200 RF generator, $15; Heathkit
LG-1 RF generator, $15; Heathkit I0-30 5 -inch scope,
$30; Kirby 98 flyback tester, $10; Simpson 479

FM/TV signal generator, $30; Supreme 589A tube

tester, $10. Paul Ellis, 419 Bellevue, Santa Cruz, CA

Slip this Symptom
Repair Manual into your
tool caddy. It lists all sorts of symptoms for
individual GE TV chassis and tells you
what to check and in what order. You can
save hours of frustrating (and unprofitable)
diagnostic time.
The new Sixth Edition manual packs
the combined experience of hundreds of
service technicians into a 51/2" by 81/2; 104
page package. It's free to subscribers of GE
Technical Data, but non -subscribing
technicians may obtain a copy by paying a
$2.00 handling fee. You can make that back
in the first few minutes it saves.

7

DUTCH" MEYER
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
PORTSMOUTH,VA 23704
Please check items desired:

E One Symptom Repair Manual ($2.00 Enclosed)
E Two Symptom Repair Manuals ($3.00 Enclosed)

95060.

Enclosed is E Check Cash or
Money Order (No C.O.D. Please)

For Sale: Antenna lead wire and installation

Name

materials, tubes, speakers and many other components at below cost. Send for list. H. C. L., 20 Etna
Lane, Dix Hills, NY 11746.

Address

For Sale: Army BC -221-T frequency meter with ac
supply, $20; Navy LM -14 frequency meter, $10; Hickok
203 VTVM, $15; B&K-Precision 350 CRT tester, $10;
and Supreme servicing data, volumes TV -8 to TV -29,
$30. Paul Ellis, 419 Bellevue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060.

Needed: Convergence assembly for Sylvania D12 or
D13 chassis. State price and condition. John DeLuco,
435 Ocean Boulevard, Cliffwood Beach, NJ

Service Company

LCity

State

Zip

IT'S OUR BUSINESS TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS EASIER.

GENERAL O ELECTRIC

07735.
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Through this Treasure of servicing Know -Hot w!

ii

Chart your path with this introductory collection of REPRINTS
from among the best servicing articles ever published.

` í

e

1

gi?

Emplo4' today's TOP Authors as your Guides:
FOREST BELT,
ACK DARR, WAYNE LEMONS, CARL BABCOKE

.and other popular writers.
Service Training REPRINTS

Valuable bargains in specific, timely,
easy -to -remember, profitable training
...at less than $2 a page.

$
5.50 postpaid
15 - 24
5.25 each
25 or more
5.00 each
(Add 20% outside U.S.)

Each

AD -0001 Digital Principles for Communications AD- 0002

AD -0003

11

AD -0004

\

1

-

2

-

3

Understand
CB Transmitters the Easi-Way
AC -0002 Understand CB Circuits the Easi-Way
"C-0003 Understand Oscillators the Easi-Way
AC -0004 Troubleshoot Citizens Band Receivers
AC -0Óq5 Modulation Limiting in CB
AC -0006 Mobile Installations in Custom Vans
AC -0007 HIT To Fix Small Transceivers AC -0001

-4

"

AD -0005 Digital Electronics in Video Cassette Recorders
AD -0006 Replacement Transistors-Do They Work?

1

AV -0001 Troubleshoot Video IFs with Sweep AV -0002
"
"
"
"
-2
"
AV -0003 Find Chroma Troubles with Sweep Generator
AV -0004 Really,Hrtderstan Teleq ion Alignment
AV -0005 T,.efevision Alignment Techniques -

AC -0008

1

"

AV -7 Television Chroma Alignment

A-0001 Troubleshoot Direct -Coupled Audio St12es
AA -0002 Cassette Recorder Workshop ;;

AA- 0005

"

"

"

-2

"

"

-

"

"

-4

3

-AAA-0006 How Eight -Track Car Stereos Work

have selected

Service Training REPRINTS, for which I enclose $
Age

Address

Phone

City

State

Sarvfoe Training GROUP,
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ES

Name

MAIL TO:

-

From CB to FM Two -Way

HERE!
I

n

AT -0001 Which Scop%-Recurrent or Triggered?
AT -0002 Triggered ¿copes Simplified
AT -0003 Trigger Oscilloscopes for Color
AT -0004 How Tose Triggered Scopes (programmed)
kt-0005 WrVectorscopes are Popular
AT -0006 Introduction to Vectorscopes - 1 and 2

1

AA -0004

n

AO -0001 Hints for Letter Troubleshooting
AO -0002 Installing
urity Systems
AO -0003 Testing Tr sistor Automobile Ignition
AO -0004 Creative
Servicing

AN/70008 Servicing Pulse -Derived B -Plus Splies

íAA-0003

u

-3

AC- 0010 Switch)

"\-2

"

n

AC -0009

1

AV -0006

u

Post Office Box 47,

Zip Code
West Newton,

IN 46183

check or money order.

Electronic
controllers
in industry
By Dale R. Patrick, Professor
Eastern Kentucky University

Automation in industrial systems
is

possible principally because of

electronic controllers. Typical appli-

cations of controllers range from
simple on/off operations to huge
totally automated systems that respond to signals from a digital
computer. Control might be applied
to only one variable (such as
temperature, pressure, fluid flow or
electrical conductivity), or controls
might correct hundreds of variables
simultaneously in a large process.
Functions and circuitry of several
representative electronic controllers
will be analyzed in this article.

These controllers have gone through
several generations. When first

introduced in the early 1940s, they
were equipped with vacuum tubes
and mounted in large metal cabiWith the development of
solid-state devices in the late 1950s,
the outward appearance of controllers was significantly changed.
The transition to all -solid-state
controllers, however, has been rather slow. Initially, most companies
were reluctant to give up their
nets.

popular -selling vacuum -tube

con-

trollers. There was then a period
when controllers

employed

both

vacuum tubes and solid-state devices. These "hybrid" controllers
and many of the vacuum -tube
devices are still in operation today.

Some manufacturers still have vacuum -tube controllers available because the demand for them continues to be surprisingly good.
All major controller manufacturers today produce a wide variety of
solid-state instruments. These units,
in general, are small in size and
usually employ hundreds of discrete
components.

Figure

1

shows

a

typical solid-state controller of this
It has unusually precise
control capabilities with exceptional
stability.
The advent of solid-state controllers has brought about some innovative design features that have had
a decided impact on controller
maintenance. Components, for extype.

ample, are mounted on removable
printed -circuit cards or boards for
easy replacement. Figure 2 shows
an example of an indicating controller that has been partially
removed from its metal housing.
The printed -circuit modules of this
controller can be easily removed by

Figure 1. A typical sol-

pulling the wire rings near the

Photograph courtesy

troller has a great deal of versatility

id-state controller.

Lees & Northrup Company.

Figure 2. An indicating
controller partially removed from its housing
showing plug-in mod-

center of the controller. This con-

through this type of construction.
Figure 3 shows a functional diagram of the potential location of
alternate modules that can be
utilized in this unit.
The next trend in controller
technology found large numbers of
discrete solid-state components replaced by integrated circuits. These
controllers are somewhat smaller
than their discrete component solidstate counterparts. Maintenance, in
this case, is based on faulty IC

determination and PC board

re-

placement.

Microprocessors are now finding

ules. Photograph cour-

tesy Moore Products
Company.

Material in this article has been adapted from
Chapter 12 of Instrumentation Training Course,
Volume 2, which is book number 21580 by Howard
W. Sams [511.951.

Circle (15) on Reply Card
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PROGRAM

SET

O

1
VALVE

AIM

BOARD

REAR TERMINALS

A/M STATUS I/
VALVE
SP
W2
PV

PROCESS

VARIABLE
PRECISION

V+

RESISTOR

COMMON

J

SUPPLY
6

115 V AC

3

4

5

1

SETPOINT POT
OR

24 V AC

26VDC
OUTPUT

MANUAL

SO

OUTPUT
FB

EXTERNAL

FEEDBACK

Y
8

POWER

7

OUTPUT

SUPPLY

6

5

ISOLATED

FEED

INPUT

FORWARD

(OPT)

(OPTI

4

NOT

USED

3

2

ALARM

MANUAL

CON

IOPT)

TRANSFER

TROLLER

SOCKET NO.

PLUG-IN MODULE

Figure 3. Functional diagram of alternate module locations for the controller of Figure 2.

ERROR SIGNAL

RATE

DIFFERENTIAL

OUTPUT

±10V

ACTION

AMPLIFER

AMPLIFIER

DUIPIT
4.20 mA

PROPORTIONAL
ACTION

RESET

FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK

ACTION

NETWORK

AMPLIFIER

Figure 4. Block diagram of a typical controller.
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PULSE

MODULE

ITTIW7

LOAD

their way into the process controller
field. A microprocessor has a large
number of discrete ICs on a single

chip. In many situations the entire
controller may be built on a single
chip. This will obviously change the

controller size again, and in many
cases eliminate most maintenance
problems.

With the wide range of diversity
that exists today in controller
technology, it is difficult to single

power supplies previously discussed.

point.
Controller input circuits

Figure 5 is a simplified schematic

diagram of the controller input
circuits. Each of the three previous-

ly mentioned modes of controller
operation are described here.
1. Proportional action. This action
determines the ratio between the

controller output signal and the
input signal. If the proportional band control is set at 100%, the
controller output will result in a
change that is directly propor-

out a particular controller that is
representative of the field. In this
regard, we will first discuss some
common solid-state controller circuitry, then show some typical IC
applications

using

tional to the error signal. For
insensitive transmitters, the proportional -band control will be
set for less than 100%. The error
signal will, therefore, produce an
output that is proportionally
greater. This is called narrow band control. A narrow range in

amps.

op

Through this approach you will be

able to pick out the information
that is particularly applicable to
your controller needs.

Controller functions

error signal can produce a full
range of controller outputs. For

General information

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a
typical controller. Three modes of
operation are incorporated in this
instrument: (1) proportional action,
(2) reset action, and (3) rate action.
They will be discussed in connection with the input circuits of the
controller.

Sections will be devoted to the

rate action, differential, output, and
feedback amplifiers. The controller

power supply will not be covered
separately because it is so similar to

settings of the proportional -band
control of greater than 100%,

the error signal range will be
greater than the controller output. This is called wide -band
operation.

DIFFERENTIAL

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

R25

S2

Cl l

in

0 05 µF

680 s1

R39

3 9 kg

PROPORTIONAL

RESET RATE CONTROL

10 kg

u

error signal to become so great
that the controller could not
possibly zero itself. On the other
hand, if the rate action were too
fast, the controller would oscil-

late or hunt. The error signal
input to the controller is diffe-

rentiated so that its rate of
change can be detected and the

proper rate action provided.

Figure 5 shows that the error
signal is applied to a voltage divider
made of R25 and R26. This signal is
a dc voltage with a magnitude off

10V or less. The plug into the

controller can be positioned in
either the direct or reverse position.
In the direct position, a positive
input produces an increase in

BAND ADJUST
R31

S3

such

is

a

The first input to the differential
amplifier is a signal that combines
reset and proportional action. Onehalf of the error signal is developed
across R20. This voltage is fed to
the reset control circuit. The reset
control circuit is made up primarily
of R2B and C12, R27 R39, and a
portion of R31 are also in the
circuit. Since R2B calibrated in
repeats per minute, is so much

larger than the others combined, it

of the circuit. This time constant
determines how often the propor-

5 µF

15 µF

R28

dependent on proportional -band
control only, it is possible for the

largely determines the time constant

C12

10 kg

R26

controller action. Its effect on
controller output is twofold: If
the controller output rate were

fier.

ERROR

SIGNAL

3. Rate (derivative) action. This
action determines the rate of

controlling device

Clo

1.8 kg

action

constantly driving the final control mechanisms to zero -out any
error signal. Any time the controller position differs from the
set point, reset action moves the

R30

R38

The amount of

depends on the amount and the
length of time of the deviation.

controller current. In the reverse
position, a positive input produces
a decrease in controller current.
This input is fed directly to the
rate -action amplifier, which will be
discussed later. Its output is one of
the inputs to the differential ampli-

2. Reset action. This action

PB ADJUST SWITCH

RATE -ACTION

direction as to agree with the set

CONTROL

25 kg

20 Mn

Figure 5. Simplified schematic diagram of controller input circuits.

tional response is repeated. In other
words, C12 charges to the change in
the error -signal voltage; R28 deter-

mines the length of time it takes
C12 to charge. The voltage across
C12 is the second input to the
differential amplifier. The amplifier
is stabilized by a feedback voltage

that is equal and opposite to the
December 1979 Electronic Servicing 13
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input. How this signal is produced
will be discussed in the section

When the switch

covering the feedback amplifier.
Proportional action is determined
by the percentage of feedback -

pushed, the

vacuum -tube counterparts. Nearly

normal differential -amplifier input
is grounded. The other pole of S2

all controllers sold in recent years
are, however, predominantly solidstate. Figure 6 shows a representa-

is

feeds an input into the amplifier
that is the charge across C11.

amplifier output that is applied to
the differential -amplifier input. The
percentage of feedback is determined by the setting of the proportional -band control, R31. The vol-

During normal operation, C

tive schematic diagram of a discrete
component solid-state controller.

maintains a charge that is equal to
the voltage across R31. When S2 is

power

As can be seen in Figure 6, the

tage at the wiper arm of R31

determines proportional action as
well as a reference voltage for C12.
The reset action voltage, the charge

+46V, respectively. Each power

voltage is not quite as obvious in

this circuit as is generally displayed
in other schematics. The +36V
source, for example, is filtered by a

proportional band setting to an-

pi -section filter near the center of
the diagram. (See printed -circuit
points 32, 33 and 10.) The +46V

other.

Solid-state controllers
Discrete

supply, by comparison, employs an
LCR filter composed of L2, C12 and
R31. These components are located

component solid-state
controllers have obviously not been
around as long as their older
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a typical discrete component solid-state controller.
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dc

supply uses silicon diodes to provide
full -wave rectification.
Filtering of the power supply

result is a smooth transfer from one

about the proportional -band adjust
switch, S. This switch is incorporated in the proportional -band adjust (R31) procedure by being a
push -and -turn type of adjustment.

two

the input of the amplifier. Since

output is assumed until after the
adjustment has been made. The

er. A few words need to be said

provides

from one side of C1, and applied to

this voltage is the same as that
maintained previously, no change in

across C12, adds to this voltage. The
sum of these two voltages makes up
the input to the differential amplifi-

supply

-outputs. They are +36V and

thrown, the ground is removed

10009

÷

<PI -7

<PI-5

between printed -circuit points 27
and 26.
In the discussion that follows, we
will single out specific solid-state

controller circuits for explanation.
In some cases operational amplifiers will be used in circuits where
this type of component finds acceptance today. Through this approach
you will see how the IC simplifies

This input signal

is negative

or

positive, depending on whether the
process variable signal is above or

below the set point. When the
process variable signal is the same

as the set point, the input to the
controller is zero. The operational
amplifier circuit shown in Figure 7
is the basis for amplifier action. It
consists of an input network and a

the circuit and the explanation of feedback network in which the
its operation.

The controller input is the error
voltage developed by the recorder.

current is equalized by an amplifier. If the input current is constant,
C in charges to that voltage. The

feedback current, produced by this
input voltage, charges the feedback
capacitor, Ct. Once the two capacitors are equally charged, no current
will conduct. The slight excess of
input current necessary to sustain
amplifier output is insignificant.
An input signal causes an input

current to conduct, charging C.
This amplifier input immediately
produces an output, or feedback
current. Feedback current charges
Cf to a value that equals the charge
on C;n. Since the reaction of the
amplifier is practically instantaneous, the feedback current is constantly tracking or following the

input signal. As these two equal
currents vary, adding to and subtracting from the charge of the
capacitors,

these charges always

remain the same. As a result of this

of the

action, the junction

capacitors (summing junction)
essentially
potential.

at

always

a

two
is

ground

Proportional action

Figure 7. Operational -amplifier equivalent of transistorized controller.

The effective ratio of the value of
the input capacitance and the
feedback capacitance determines
the proportional band. The effective
value depends not only on capacitor

size, but on the voltage gain of the
amplifier. If the effective ratio is
1:1, then the proportional band is
100%. Under these conditions, a
full-scale input change produces a
full-scale output change. A change

of the capacitances
changes the proportional band. A
range of proportional bands can be
provided by 1-100% or 10-1000%
by changing the ratio. In addition
in the ratio

to a variation in range
Figure 8. Proportional -band circuit.

of the

proportional band, a change within
the range is provided by a potentiometer. The potentiometer is the
proportional -band

shown in Figure
this control,

adjust
8.

control

By adjusting

the amount of the

output that is used in the feedback

circuit can be varied. With a

decreasing feedback signal, a larger

output must be produced to fully
charge C f. An increased output for
a given input is merely a narrowing

of the proportional band. A full
range of output signals can, therefore, be produced by small input

signals. The range of input in
Figure 9. Reset circuit.

percent that produces a full range
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of output signals is the proportional
band.

current is increased for a given

Reset action

order to produce a matching charge
across the feedback capacitor. The
result is a faster reset rate. Increas-

A voltage divider is placed across
the controller input and a variable
resistor is placed in parallel with Cm
for reset action (Figure 9). The
voltage divider and variable resistor
provide a path for current whenever

input signal. The output current
must increase at a faster rate in

provides

ing the size of the reset resistors
results in a slower reset rate. To
produce a very low reset rate, the
voltage divider has been incorporated in the input circuits. The
voltage divider causes the reset

signal differs from the set point.

resistors and the amplifier to see a
smaller portion of the input signal,

an error signal exists. This current
a continuous amplifier
input whenever the process variable

Feedback current, therefore, continues to charge, or discharge, the
feedback capacitor as long as there

a

smaller charging

current. The input capacitor, however, still sees the full input voltage.
The value of the reset resistor

determines the number of times
that proportional action is repeated
per minute.
Rate action

Rate (derivative) action is accomplished by the addition of a voltage

divider, a variable resistor, and a
capacitor in the feedback circuit
(Figure 10).

DERIVATIVE TIME ADJUST

input. The amplifier then
produces a continuous change in
output as long as an input signal
is

resulting in

an

AA

c

exists. This, by definition, is reset
action, since the controlled device is
seeking the null position. In discussing the proportional circuit, it
was evident that there was current

INPUT

OUTPUT

only when there was a change in
the input signal. In the reset
circuit, the only time that input
current stops is when the error

RATE

CAPACITOR

voltage is zero. By decreasing the
value of the reset resistors, input

Figure 10. Derivative (rate) circuit.

_+36V
+46 V

IICOMMON

OSCILLATING

AMPLIFIER

STAGE

Q4

Tp

TO FEEDBACK
CAPACITOR

I
INPUT

CONTROLLER

SIGNAL

TFILTER

o
IMPEDANCE

BRIDGE
POTENTIOMETER

BRIDGE

1

Figure 11. Oscillating amplifier and output circuit.
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OUTPUT

T
5
COMMON

o

An input signal change produces

an output change that

passed by the rate capacitor. Since
this change is taken from across the
voltage divider, the result is that
the feedback capacitor sees only a
portion of the output. The effect is

the same

The amplifier used in the transis-

coil and capacitors located in the

torized controller can be divided

amplifier input circuit.
The input signal comes from the
recorder. This voltage is fed to the
base of Q, along with the feedback

into three basic sections: the impedance bridge and internal feedback
the
amplifier,
loop,

a decrease in the

as

ously. The frequency of oscillation,
about 20kHz, is determined by the

Amplifier

is easily

oscillating

three -stage

and the output stage.

The schematic for the amplifier is

proportional -band control. That is,
the instantaneous effect is a nar-

shown in Figure 11.
A Wheatstone or

rowing of the proportional band.
This results in a greater output
change for a given input until the
rate capacitor charges. The time it
takes the rate capacitor to charge
depends on its time constant. This

impedance

bridge forms an important part of
the feedback loop that makes
oscillation within the amplifier possible. This bridge is made up of two
fixed resistors, a potentiometer, and

can be changed by the variable

output is changing. It then provides

two diodes. Two legs of the bridge
are resistive, while the two remaining legs are formed by the diodes.
The diodes provide rectifying action
and also function as variable resistances. The amplifier output is
applied across the bridge. A portion
of this voltage developed across the
bridge is fed to the amplifier input.
The amount of feedback is determined by the position of the bridge
potentiometer. The polarity of output coupled to the feedback loop is
determined by the feedback winding of the output transformer. The

a braking or damping action. In

polarity is such

resistor, the rate time adjustment.
As

soon

the rate capacitor

as

charges, the effect of the voltage
divider disappears. The proportional band is then restored to its
original value. Rate amplitude will
be determined by the voltage divider. This, of course, determines the
amount of the instantaneous change
in signal fed through the rate
capacitor.

Rate action has an anticipatory
function that acts only when the

as

to provide

positive feedback (regeneration) at
the operating frequency. The
amount of feedback is determined
by the bridge as mentioned previ-

rate action is used to
reduce cycling and overshoot and to
permit the use of narrower proportional bands.
general,

signal. If this error signal has the
as the feedback
signal, the output of the three -stage
amplifier will increase. On the
other hand, if the polarity is
reversed, the output voltage across

same polarity

transformer T, will decrease. The
amplitude of the signal across the
primary of T, depends on the error
signal. The three -stage amplifier is

composed of three npn transistors
connected as common -emitter amplifiers. The three stages are RC coupled, and a voltage divider
determines the forward bias of
each.

The base signal is taken from a
secondary winding of T2, which is
associated with Q4, a pnp transistor
that is the output amplifier. Transistor collector current passes
through the load for controller
output. Since this current is a
changing or pulsating dc, it must
be filtered to give a do current

range of 4

to 20mA. Collector
current also passes through the
primary of transformer T2. The

secondary voltage, rectified and
filtered, charges the feedback ca-

pacitor as discussed in the preliminary paragraphs of this section.
Dl

1N

Vacuum -tube controllers
the previous controller

1694

Using
R,

C1.50
µ

100VAC

block diagram (Figure

220 kn

general reference,

R1

1.8 kg
1

'/2

D2 1N470

AMPLIFIER

T -ti

C3

10 µF

18 kn

2.4 kg

sidered obsolete today. A large
number of vacuum -tube controllers
are, however, still being used in
many applications.
Rate -action amplifier
Figure 12 is a simplified

4 µF
RS

20 MO
C2

R24

ERROR

100 ho

as those of the transistor circuits.
In general, these circuits are con-

R4

R3

SIGNAL

a

tubes

basic modes of controller operation
DIFFERENTIAL

12AT7

as

can be used to achieve the same

VIA
12AT7

V1B

4)

vacuum

0.02 µF 1

RATE

TIME

sche-

matic of a vacuum -tube rate -action
amplifier. This is a two -stage do
amplifier. The first stage is a

normal voltage amplifier and the
second stage is a cathode follower.
A do plate voltage for both stages is

Figure 12. Vacuum -tube rate -action amplifier.

provided by 100V ac, which

is
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rectified by D, and filtered by C1. A
negative voltage is developed across
R, by rectifier action and is
maintained at the cathode of V19 by
the action of C, and D,. This
develops the proper plate voltage so

that direct coupling can be used
with the proper bias on V. V18
amplifies and inverts

the input

R9

18 kit

12AX7

RATE ACTION

7

R10

C5

is

3kit

100 kit
V2A

0 Mit

C7

I

V3B

12AX7

887 kit

180 pF

221 Mit

R1

OUTPUT

+310V

AMPLIFIER

Figure 13. Vacuum -tube differential amplifier.

+ 310 V
25 pF

C9

130V

110 kit

R18

R19
6

475 kit

V5B

DIFFERENTIAL

',: 7044

AMPLIFIER

V4B

'/2 12AX7

420mA
R20

1000 n

R21

R22

1 0 Mit

470it

- 280 V

that only the change, or rate of
variation in voltage, appears as an
output of the rate amplifier. R5 and
C4 make up a differentiating cir-

1

2

'/7 12AX7

the cathode voltage changes. Since

time constant of C4 and R5), the
change appears across R5. Notice

-280V

8

R12

CIRCUIT

volts during this period of time.

the charge across C4 does not
change immediately (notice the long

511 kit

- 280 V
3

through R5. The input to the
differential amplifier is then zero

the grid of this cathode follower,

R11

6

R13

CONTROL

no current

When a change of voltage occurs at

1 18 Mit

R

390 pF

voltage drop across R4 (the cathode
voltage). During static operation (no

signal input) there

1 78 Mit

R7

both cases, the amount of integra-

maintains a constant positive voltage at the cathode of V,A. C4
assumes a charge equal to the

2

AMPLIFIER

C2 and R34 were reversed, the input
signal would be differentiated. In

tion, or differentiation, is dependent
on the size of the resistor or
capacitor involved.
This changing signal is fed to the
grid of VIA. Static tube current

100 kit

180 pF

/7 12AX7

that the rate of change in error

the input circuit. If the position of

V3A

V28

error signal. The error signal input
is integrated by the aciton of R24
and C2. By integration, we mean
signal voltage is averaged out by
the rate of charge (time constant) of

+310V

+ 310 V

+

R23

U

2.552

U
TEST

10-50 mV

Figure 14. Vacuum -tube output amplifier.

cuit.

current develops an output signal

develops an output across R15 that

Differential amplifier

across plate -load resistor R3. R, is a

a simplified schematic diagram of a vacuum -tube
differential amplifier circuit. Two

common -cathode resistor for both
V2A and V2B. A change in tube
current of V2B changes the cathode

is fed to the output amplifier, to
which an input from the control
circuit is fed directly through two

stages of amplification are provided
for the rate -action signal. Two

voltage of V2A. A cathode variation

stages also amplify the combined

amplitude, but opposite in polarity
to a grid signal. A plate -voltage
change of V2A results in a rate -action input. R6 is a balance control
that eliminates the need for perfect-

Figure 13

is

proportional -band and reset -action
signal. These two outputs are mixed

by common cathode coupling; a
single output is developed that is
the difference of these two input
signals.

The output of the rate -action
amplifier is directly coupled to the

grid of V2B. Any change in tube
18 Electronic Servicing December 1979

provides a signal input equal in

ly balanced tubes. The output is
V2B is directly coupled to the grid of
V3A. The unbypassed cathode again
feeds a signal to the common
cathode of V3B. This cathode signal

stages of amplification. When two
inputs occur simultaneously, the

output of V, is a combination of
the two inputs and is proportional
to the difference in the two.
Output amplifier

The vacuum -tube output amplifier (Figure 14) consists of two stages
of amplification involving tube V48,
a voltage amplifier, and tube V58, a

cathode follower. The input signal
from the differential amplifier is

CONTROLLER

RECORDER

NC

AUTOMATIC
50 V DC

R29

c/..°

-4

NtA

DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER

100 ktt

o

MANUAL

+310 V
NO

818

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

IOMI?

834

NC

+ 240 V

C12V4A

LOAD

5µF

l

1

12AX7

854

2

7044

R35

RECORDER

PROPORTIONAL

560 kIt

RESISTOR

R33

TO MANUAL

- 280 V

833

3311-1256

SUPPLY

R31,

NvV.

BAND
1

25 kg

- 280 V

Figure 15. Vacuum -tube feedback amplifier.

to the grid of V,B, which

dc -coupled to the second stage,

amplifies and inverts it. The output
of V4B is dc -coupled to the grid of
the cathode -follower stage. Capaci-

cathode follower V SA. The voltage
developed across the recorder resis-

fed

tor C by shunting R, helps

prevent parasitic oscillation.
The cathode-foller stage takes the
high -impedance voltage input from
V4B and changes it into a high -current, low -impedance output. The
current output lies within the range
of 4 to 20mA dc. A 2.5 resistor

(R23) is inserted in series with the
current output to provide a conven-

ient test point to measure the
output current in equivalent milli-

tor is fed to the cathode of V4A. A
cathode input affects tube current
in exactly the same manner as if

fed to the grid with an opposite

cathode
voltage produces a plate voltage
change in phase with the input
signal. The plate -load resistor, RJ4,
polarity.

is

A

change

in

connected to the +310V plate

supply, while the cathode resistor is
connected to the -280V is maintained at about OV so that dc
coupling can be used.

volts.

The output of V4A is fed to the
grid of VSA. Any change of grid

Feedback amplifier
Figure 15 is a

voltage

simplified schematic diagram of a vacuum -tube
feedback amplifier. The output amplifier current passes through

the

load

recorder

(0.1150 o)
resistor.

This

and a
recorder

resistor ensures a constant current
output from the controller, regardless of load impedance. It also
develops the input voltage for the
feedback amplifier. The feedback

amplifier involves two stages of
amplification. The first stage (V4A)

is a normal voltage amplifier that is

produces

an

in -phase

change in cathode voltage. Tube
current develops this voltage across
R31 (the proportional -band control)
and the parallel voltage divider, R32
and RJ1. The portion of the output
voltage developed across R11 is fed
back to the grid of V4A. This

out of phase with the

the differential amplifier is determined by the setting of the proportional -band control. The less the
feedback voltage, the greater the

sensitivity of the entire system.
This, of course, is the purpose of
the proportional -band action.
As described previously, when the

recorder is in the manual position,
the load current is determined by
the set position

of the manual

control. The controlled output

is

open -circuited. Manual load current is still detected by the voltage

drop across the recorder resistor.
This voltage is still fed to the input
of the feedback amplifier. Feedback
amplifier output maintains a charge
across C12. C12, therefore, remembers the load current (the charge of
C12 is proportional to load current)
so that smooth, continuous operation can be maintained when
switching to automatic operation.

Summary

input to V4A and is, therefore, a
negative feedback. The amount of
negative feedback determines the
gain of the feedback amplifier and

Present-day electronic controllers
usually employ discrete transistors
and integrated circuits, while older
models have vacuum tubes.
The three major modes of opera-

stabilizes the do amplifier. The

tion are proportional action, reset

amount of feedback at the input of

action and rate action.

voltage is
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IDA Inr

Horizontal sweep
Sweep times extend from 0.2S/div
to 0.2uS/div in 19 calibrated ranges.
An uncalibrated variable -time control allows selection of slower -in-be-

la test lab

tween values. Pulling out the horizontal positioning knob expands
the sweep width to 10 times normal
(X10 mag), which provides a fast

Each report about an item of
electronic test equipment is
based on examination and
operation of the device in the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
laboratory. Personal

observations about the
performance, and details of
new and useful features are
spotlighted along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.
By Carl Babcoke

A new line of four oscilloscopes
has been released by Hitachi Den-

shi America. These models are
virtually identical. Therefore, the

sweep equivalent to 100nS/div.

The mode switch selects normal
triggering (no sweep unless locked),

automatic triggering (has sweep

A 5 -position mode switch provides display of: channel 1 waveform; channel 2; both channels in
dual -trace; addition of both channels;

polarities of TV sync. An internal
sync separator provides TV -type
sync pulses for solid locking of

both channels.

and the difference between

Each vertical channel has

a

sliding switch for ac coupling, dc

video waveforms (an important
feature since video otherwise is

coupling or a grounded input.
Switching between alternate and

difficult to lock).

chopped display of two traces

Adjustment of the source switch

allows the triggering signal to be
taken from channel 1, channel 2 (if
dual -tract), 60Hz line or the
external -triggering input jack. An
adjustable level control also pro-

vides triggering on positive or
negative slopes.

Vertical channels
Vertical frequency response of

scribed here as typical of all four,

model V-302 is rated within -3dB

General features
Wide bandwidth, high sensitivity
and several advanced features qualify these versatile scopes for adjustments and analysis of radios, audio
systems, TVs, videocassette recorders, industrial systems, computers
and other products.
One unusual feature is the choice

5MHz.

even without signal) and both

top -of -the -line model V-302 is de-

except for the stated exceptions.

the graticule of eight divisions, the
maximum measurable input is limited to 400VPP.
For those times when extra sensitivity is needed, the vertical centering knob is pulled out. Maximum
sensitivity increases to lmV/div and
the upper response is decreased to

is

accomplished automatically by the
setting of the time/div sweep control.
Both 30MHz models have signal -

delay lines that allow the leading
edges of pulses to be viewed. This is
a good feature that is imperative
for digital waveforms.

CRT and calibration
Each 5 -inch CRT has blue traces,
black lines for graticule calibration

between 5mV/div and 5V/div is
available in 10 fixed steps. Also,

and no provision for illumination.
Ordinary room light is usually
adequate for taking readings from

continuous height variation is pos-

the screen.

from dc to 30MHz. Sensitivity

sible by an uncalibrated control.

In addition to the customary

The 0.005V (SmV/div) maximum

trace intensity and focus controls, a
screwdriver -adjustable trace rota-

higher than that of
older models, and it can be tion control
sensitivity is

increased at the expense of reduced
bandwidth. With an X10 probe and

of two bandwidths. When the

is

provided. This

control can tilt the horizontal traces
as needed. If a local magnetic field
moves the traces so they no longer
are parallel with the graticule lines,

5MHz bandwidth is selected, the

a simple adjustment will level the

maximum vertical gain is lmV.

traces.

All four models of the new Hitachi
line of scopes have similar appearance
and features. This is the 15MHz model
V-152.
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Top trace shows a 3.58MHz color
carrier at 0.2pS sweep on the Hitachi
model V-302 30MHz scope. Bottom

trace has two horizontal lines of
color -bar chroma waveforms viewed at
10pS sweep.

Excellent detail without ringing or
overshoot is shown by this dual -trace
view of composite video and horizontal -sweep pulses.

These waveforms show the effect of signal delay lines in Hitachi scope models
V-302 and V301. Top waveform shows a 200kHz series of square waves with the
initial leading edge displayed. When the signal -delay line was bypassed by

locking from the same signal applied to the external -trigger input jack, the
leading edge and part of the first peak are missing.

Probes
Probes supplies with these Hitachi
scopes provide only an X10 function
that reduces the input amplitude by
a factor of 10 while it provides
low -capacitance operation. Elimination of the direct (or X1) function is

trimmer (inside the cable's BNC
plug) is adjusted for flat -top square

not a disadvantage because it

similar except for the dual -trace

is

offset by the high vertical sensitivity. And without the X1 function,
the probes are smaller and less
prone to problems. The cable has a
small diameter and is very flexible.
For frequency compensation, the

hook probe is attached to the

waves.

Comments
Model V-151 is the single -trace
15MHz version. Model V-152 is

feature. Both have about 2kV
acceleration voltage.

Model V-301 is identical to the
V-302 just described except it has
one vertical channel for single -trace
operation. Both are rated at 30MHz

calibration waveform terminal at

vertical response, have about 4kV
acceleration voltage and feature a

the panel upper -right corner, then a

vertical -signal -delay line.

Each year the need increases for

better scopes and other items of
test equipment. Therefore, it is
recommended for the purchase of
any scope that the model selected

have more features and better

specifications than those required

at the present time. This will
prevent early obsolescence.

The sample model V-302 performed very well in the Test Lab

where it produced sharp stable
waveforms of color -TV signals. It is
recommended for troubleshooting
of home -entertainment, industrial,
radio -communication and digital
equipment.
Circle (16) on Reply Card

Electronic Seiviciog.
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RCAs unique
scan rectification
CTC99 SI CTC1 O1
In

an unusual upside-down circuit, two diodes are the

Siamese -twin connection between the +23V and +10.5V power
supplies. Regulation of the +123V supply is accomplished by
switching -on an SCR for an adjustable period of time. These
sweep -rectification and regulation circuits are more difficult to
understand than most, so they should be studied carefully.

safety. A special do supply (that

By Gill Grieshaber, CET

operates only for a split second
after the TV is turned on) starts the

Although dc power supplies are
essential, most are boring in their
simplicity. That's not true of those
in the RCA CTC99 chassis. Never
before has one type of chassis had
so many unusual circuit variations.
As stated last month, dc voltage
from bridge rectification of line
voltage is filtered and supplied only
to the horizontal -output transistor

and the regulator circuit. This

the hot power supply that

stages. After start-up applies drive
to the horizontal -output transistor,

rectification of horizontal sweep
from several flyback pulses provides

all other dc power (including that

for oscillator and driver after

210V supply
Most uncomplicated of all dc
supplies is the 210V source shown
in Figure 1. Positive -going 250VPP
pulses (without any dc component)
are rectified by CR403. Hash
remaining after filtering by peak -

is

er.

reading capacitor C409 was only
1.5VPP, and the measured dc was
+208V (which supplies the color
output transistors). CR403 is the

is

An interesting mixture of unorthodox and conventional engineering

Figure 2. (The others are CR401

isolated from chassis ground for

\

horizontal oscillator and driver

is found in the power supplies that
are described here.

start-up). Isolation for these other
voltage sources is furnished by the
flyback and the start-up transform-

smallest diode of the three in

F250 VPP

1102
10

C408

1.5 VPP

1000 pF
CR403

R4I0

+208 V
10

II

II
II

SOURCE

FERRITE
BEAD
15

210 V SOURCE

FERRITE

FOR COLOR
OUTPUTS

BEAD

C409

C410

33 µF

1000

pF

Figure 1 CR403 rectifies the positive -going horizontal -sweep pulses to produce a measured +208V for the color -output
transistors. T102 is the flyback (HV transformer).
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and CR402 that are discussed
later.) These diodes are located to
the left of the flyback.
Figure

2 Three diodes of

different

sizes are almost hidden in the wires
between the pincushion -transistor heat
sink and the flyback (at right). The

smallest diode is CR403 which rectifies the +210V supply. Below it is the
medium-sized CR401, and the large
CR402 is shown at the left.

The next "simple" voltage supply
gave the first surprise.
60V supply

Both the -10V and the +60V
sources appeared to be somewhat
conventional. It certainly is possible
to obtain a high B+ and a lower B (or vice versa) by rectification of a

pulse waveform's two peaks

(see

Figure 3). And it is unusual but not
impossible for both polarities to

come from two series rectifier
circuits fed through a common
coupling capacitor, as is true with
CR405 and CR404 in Figure 4. A
single series rectifier
PULSES

circuit fed

through a coupling capacitor is not
efficient because the capacitor side

of the diode develops a reverse
voltage that subtracts from the

A

desired dc voltage at the other end

of the diode. (This
PULSES

B

DIODE POLARITY DETERMINES DC POLARITY
PULSE POLARITY DETERMINES AMOUNT OF DC

is

compatible

with a "law" proposed by ES editor
Carl Babcoke which states:
A dc voltage produced by rectification will
the
end of the diode or negative when
at the cathode end. So, a single
diode can develop opposite polari-

ties of do voltage at cathode and
anode in certain cases.)
When both positive and negative

peaks of a sine wave are rectified
by two circuits that have about the

same load, and differ only

in

polarity, the undesired do voltages
at the coupling capacitor cancel

each other. Those specific conditions allow two series rectifiers to
be operated efficiently through a

Figure 3 The amount of dc voltage obtained from series rectification depends
on the voltage between the zero -voltage line and the tip of whichever peak is
forward bias for the diode. Therefore, inverting the pulse polarity changes the
dc voltage reading, since the zero line always is nearer the baseline of
waveforms without dc. For example, the pulses of C applied to schematic A
allow only a low positive voltage. If the C pulses are supplied to the B
schematic, about six times as much negative voltage is produced. Also, the D
pulses with the A schematic generates a high positive voltage, but the D pulses
with the B schematic produces a low negative voltage (which is equal to the low
positive voltage from C pulses and A schematic). As the caption says: The
diode polarity alone determines the rectified dc polarity, but the pulse polarity
determines the amount of rectified dc voltage.

Diode CR405 of the 60V supply and

the -10V supply CR404 diode are
located near the flyback and the 123V
regulator circuit.
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common coupling capacitor.
Therefore, your writer at first

deceived himself by believing that
CR405 (+60V supply) and CR404
(-10V supply) were operated within

the limits given in the last paragraph. That delusion was dispelled

as shown in the Figure 4 waveforms.

10V above the negative tips. If the
waveform had no dc, the zero line

Until a digital multimeter was used
to check the dc voltages, it seemed
the paradox had no logical explanation. The DMM measured

would have provided 8VPP or
positive rectification and 66VPP for
negative rectification. But wzth the

+55.9Vdc at the anode of CR405

zero line moved down because of

and the cathode of CR404. This dc

the positive voltage present, the

when it was noticed the pulse was aiding the pulses for the
waveform was negative -going; there-

positive supply and subtracting

fore, the positive dc voltage should
have been smaller than the negative

from the negative supply. But that
did not explain where the positive

dc voltage (the positive peak has
less amplitude than the negative

positive peak had 64VPP and the
negative peak 10VPP. This corresponds closely with the measured dc
voltages from rectification.
Unfortunately, the source of the

voltage originated.

peak). Perhaps the wrong point had
been scoped, and the pulses actual-

Additional dc tests answered
dome questions, but others appeared. A dc waveform of the

ly were positive -going.

pulses (with average -line and zero -

positive voltage still was not known.

Two partial explanations are

available. A clamping diode can
insert a do voltage into an ac
waveform. Some facts about clamp-

A quick recheck proved the line in Figure 5) showed the zero
74VPP pulses were negative -going,

75 VPP

1102

line had been moved down to about

ing were discussed on page 26 of

74 VPP

NEG PULSES

WI

TO TUNER CONTROL

1400
C411

L402

C412

R410

r000

r

-10V TO
START UP

10

.1

CR405 r

C417

200 VPP

180 VPP

R414

11000 pF

1.7 VPP

1000

W3

C4I3

CR401

C416

= I000 µF
10 V ZEN ER

BEAD

\

CR402

1

*

C414

IT 47 µF

+24 V
C406

b

-

CR406

T1000 pF
BEAD

X CR404

T 1000 pF

+56V

C407

+10.5V TO

I(
.056

R416

+24 V

112

I

Q401 PINCUSHION

1000 pF

+60 V

NA0.4.

SOURCE

4700
C405

680 µF

R407

1 CR420

+16 V

\Nti

UNREGULATED

56

RUN DIODE

+23 V
SOURCE

LOW -VOLTAGE SUPPLIES

Figure 4 Both CR405 and CR404 receive input from C412. In the other Siamese -twin supply, CR405 rectifies the +23V
source and CR402 rectifies +10.5V for the pincushion transistor. C406 eliminates vertical -rate variations of the flyback
pulses.

Figure 5 Clamping of CR404's anode voltage forces the remainder of the
rectification dc to appear at the cathode (input) of CR404. This +55V remainder

is added to the input waveform, moving the original zero line (near top of
waveform) down near the pulse tips (bottom line). This has the effect of
increasing the voltage of the positive peak. So, the CR405 output is +63V
rather than the usual +8V.
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I

T

Electronic Servicing, June 1979.
Also, one type of voltage doubler

supply has heavy current plus a between scope and voltmeter readzener diode for regulation. Therefore, the -10V supply is dominant,

ings account for the minor discrepancies in the figures.)

shunt rectification to the ac input

and the remaining +55V must

of a series rectifier (Figure 6A). As
shown in the simplified schematic
in Figure 6B, the CR404 rectifica-

appear at the CR404 cathode where
they add to the 10VPP waveform to

Although the 23V supply

operates by adding the dc from

tion of the pulse negative peaks
must produce 66V. But, the -10V

output of CR405. (Voltage drops
across the diodes and small errors

INPUT

i

DOUBLE

C412

75V PP

WAVEFORM

, f 55V

NEGATIVE -i-i
PULSES

C5

+63V

CR404
o.

is

redrawn as it is in Figure 4. So far,

the conventional wiring has been
juggled and drawn differently. But
no reason for the CR402 diode has
been given.

B -10V

DOUBLER

The pincushion connection

VOLTAGE BY CLAMPING

Figure 6 (A) The conventional voltage doubler has a peak -reading shunt rectifier
feeding a series peak -reading rectifier. Thus, the output is twice the dc voltage

of either. A more accurate explanation is that the shunt rectifier actually is a
clamp which shorts the negative peak tip to ground leaving a positive waveform.
Therefore, it is possible to control the dc voltage coming from clamping (shunt
rectification) by applying a reverse (negative) voltage to the anode (-10V, in this
case), as shown by the (B) schematic redrawn from the CTC99.

FLYBACK

wrong. The diode (CR401)

and then to the same circuit

.

0.1

TOUTPUT

tifier circuit, it appears to be all

grounded through an extra CR402
diode, and the positive voltage is
taken from the transformer winding. Figure 7 gives a progression
from basic circuit to the same one
with the flyback winding moved,

W

++V

is

produce +63V at the cathode basically a series peak -reading rec-

DC

+V

23V inverted circuit

LI (H)

DIODE

Diode CR402 produces a dc
voltage that powers the pincushion
output transistor (Q401), as shown
in Figure 7D. Conventional schematics do not make clear that two
"siamese" power supplies are at
work here. CR401 rectifies flyback

T102

CR401

FLYBACK

DIODE

FLYBACK

DIODE

LOAD
LOAD

C405

C

B

A CONVENTIONAL

REARRANGED

PARTIAL CTC99

C407

C406

FILTER

0.056
CR401

1102

T103

FLYBACK

PIN

BEAD

BEAD

COLD GROUND

YOKE á
ª:

JI

I I

1401

+10.5V

+24V TO
CR420

110µH
4.7µF

C405.T. 680µF

COLD GROUND --

D

I

CTC99

Q401

PIN OUTPUT

Figure 7 This is a progression from conventional

series rectification to the upside-down Siamese
version in the CTC99. (A) A conventional series
rectifier is shown. (B) The same rectifier is drawn
with the positions of diode and flyback reversed. (C)
The B schematic is redrawn in the CTC99 fashion. (D)
CR402 is added between CR401 and ground, and the

schematic is arranged to make clear the separate
circuits that join at the junction of CR401 and CR402.
The flyback furnishes pulses for CR401, while yoke
current through T103 supplies pulses for CR402 and
the pincushion circuit.
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RCA rectifiers
power, while CR402 rectifies power

SI

developed from deflection yoke
current. (The pincushion -correction

operation will be explained more
fully when the horizontal deflection
is

discussed.) In fact, to test the

theory of operation, CR401 was

disconnected from CR402 and

grounded. The TV operated fairly
well and developed nearly the right
+24V and +10.5V levels, but
picture bending or horizontal non -

linearity was seen according to

ON/OFF RATIO

A

DETERMINES VOLTAGE

where C406 was connected. Howev-

I

CR401 and CR402 are connected
together so that C406 can feed

I

R134

I

CONTROL
RESET

PULSES

155V HOT

some of the variable -amplitude

SUPPLY

C1061'

1800µE

yoke pincushion pulses back to the
flyback. Without this crossconnection, the variation of yoke current
during pincushion correction would
change the flyback pulse amplitude
at the vertical -scan rate. Connecting

together these two circuits eliminates such variation. It should be

`IU-

1102
iLYBACK

er, the Q401 pin -output transistor
ran too hot.

L103

21OnH

CI26

SCR100

6,

)
TPI2

CONTROL
TRIGGER

C

clear now why the designer inverted

the 24V supply circuit. Figure 8
shows the W3 and W4 waveforms
of Figure 4 scoped at vertical -sweep

rate. The W4 pulse amplitude
changes in a parabolic shape.
Overview of 123V regulation

Most other TVs regulate the
B+ supply of the horizontal -output
transistor by placing the collector/

123V

CTC99 SCR REGULATION

Figure 9 (A) If S1 switch is turned on constantly, the meter reading will equal
the source voltage. If S1 is turned on for 10% of the time, the output dc voltage
will measure 10% of the source voltage. That is one principle of the RCA
+123V regulator. (B) An SCR can be used as a rapidly operating switch if
provisions are made for gate triggering and unlatching. (C) This schematic
includes most regulator components that are arranged to make the operation
more clear.

emitter path of a power transistor
between a higher voltage and the
regulated supply. Then a closed loop circuit adjusts the C/E resis-

0104
Q3

Q5

A

y

SCR

2200pF

C132

i,A'!
CR114

0

+33V
TO SCR

T104

DC

CONTROL

Figure 8 Modulation of the yoke
pulses by the pincushion circuit
shown by

these

vertical -rate

is
wave-

forms at the CR401 cathode (W3 in
Figure 4) and at CR402 cathode (W4 in
Figure 4). Tips of the bottom trace
mark the vertical -retrace time.
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OV

B

3V

C132 DISCHARGE TRIGGERS SCR

Figure 10 (A) A switch and a variable control are used to illustrate the charging
and discharging of C132 in the regulator. This discharge triggers SCR100. (B)
This is the simplified actual circuit.

The control circuit (covered next

tance (and voltage drop) to whatever value is required to maintain the

month) senses how much the

voltage. This resistance variation is

horizontal scan. If more than

gradual and stepless. It seldom
approaches either an open circuit

average power is needed to restore
the supply, the circuit triggers -on

regulated supply at the desired

+123V has dropped during each

regulated supply to the required
+123V.

Q104 and Q105 are

opposite -

polarity transistors. Therefore, both
conduct at the same time, not
alternately. Q105 collector current

or zero ohms. Therefore, the power
transistor dissipates considerable
wasted heat.
Although the RCA SCR system
obtains an input do voltage from a
higher (+155V) source, the power

the SCR earlier in the horizontal

discharges C132 through the pri-

tage is needed, the SCR is triggered
later in each horizontal scan. Thus

to maintain the regulated voltage

longer or shorter periods of time as
required to maintain the regulated
voltage near the designated +123V.
In all cases, SCR current is stopped
during horizontal -retrace time and

SCR100 into full conduction. It
latches there until turned off by the
next negative anode pulse.
Actually, Q105 conducts twice

comes in on -or -off pulses, not
continuously.

As shown in Figure 9A, these de

pulses are averaged by the filter

scanning time. During darker mary winding of transformer T104,
scenes when less replenishing vol- and the secondary pulse triggers
the SCR is forced to conduct for

not resumed until the SCR is

capacitor. The filtered output voltage varies directly with the S1 on
duty cycle. In other words, if Si is
on for 90% of the time and off for

is

10%, the output voltage will be 90%
of the battery voltage. If the switch

RCA books or service data is that a
portion of the +123V supply comes

is turned on for 20% of the time,
the voltage at the' load will be 20%

of the battery voltage. The RCA
system operates this way, but an
electronic switch replaces the me-

triggered later.
SCR pulse rectification-An impor-

tant action not mentioned in any
from rectification of the negative
pulses that are applied to the SCR
anode to unlatch it. This operation
was discovered first in the anode
current -versus -voltage

waveforms,

Because of internal regenerative

and then proved by more tests.
Voltage from rectification of the
unlatching pulses greatly helps the
voltage regulation at low line vol-

turning off occur very rapidly. Such

would cease when the +155V hot

fast switching minimizes the heat

supply dropped to less than +123V.

that is dissipated, and allows a high
repetitive frequency to be used.

Regulator oscillator and control

But SCRs have a peculiarity.
When the anode has positive vol-

multivibrator oscillator (including

chanical switch.

SCR switching-An SCR has many
desirable qualities of a good switch.

action, both switching on and

tage, and the gate is made positive,
conduction occurs. After conduction
starts, removal of the base voltage
(or applying negative) does not stop
the A/C conduction. Nothing except

tage. Otherwise, the regulation

during each horizontal scan. The
first is when the C132 voltage
charge starts an oscillation. However, C132 is not discharged completely this time. In addition, it
begins to charge again following the
oscillation. The second discharge
conduction is produced by a retrace
flyback pulse at the Q105 base, and
C132 is discharged totally (as
required for accurate SCR firing).

Not a multivibrator-Although the
collectors of Q104 and Q105 are
connected through resistors to the
other's bases, the oscillator is not a
multivibrator. A multivibrator must
have one or both bases fed through

a coupling capacitor that sets the
repetition rate according to the

time required for the capacitor
charge to leak away. None of these
bases or collectors has a coupling
capacitor.

Remember that the so-called
Q104 and Q105) must reset C132
to a discharged condition during

each horizontal pulse from the

Actually, C132 is the time -constant capacitor which is connected
through diode CR113 to the Q104
emitter. Even so, this oscillator is
not an upside-down multivibrator,
for the Q104 emitter current plays

flyback. That allows good accuracy
when Q102 and Q103 charge C132
at a rate that varies in step with the
precise voltage of the +123V regulated supply. Then when the C132
voltage reaches a certain level, the
oscillator fires, triggering the SCR

no part in the C132 charging or

start anode/cathode conduction

slower rate. Therefore, the SCR is
triggered later and contributes less

sometime during each horizontal
scanning line. SCR current contin-

voltage to the regulated supply.
A lower regulated voltage reverses

ulator and an explanation about
how the regulated voltage can be
higher than the source voltage at

ues until another part of the control
circuit applies a large negative -

that action. C132 is charged more
rapidly, thus reaching the oscillation point (and triggering the SCR)
earlier in the horizontal scanning
time. Then the SCR conducts for a

reduction of the anode current

below the latching point will stop
the conduction. Usually, the unlatching is accomplished by reduc-

ing the anode voltage to zero or
reversing it to negative.

In Figure 9B, the control circuit
between gate and cathode produces
a positive -going pulse at the gate to

going flyback pulse to the anode,
thus stopping all SCR conduction.
Those components are shown in
Figure 9C.

(Figure 10). Any voltage above
+123 in the regulated supply
causes C132 to be charged at a

discharging. Instead, the C132 voltage controls the Q104 bias through
this emitter connection.
Next month

Detailed circuit operation of the
regulator system will be discussed
first next month. This includes the
oscillator, control circuit, SCR reg-

low line voltages.

Troubleshooting methods for the

various power supplies and the
+123V regulator will be presented

after coverage of the horizontal sweep circuit, which begins next

longer time, which restores the month.
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Sam Wilson"s

Technical Notebook
This is Sam's last Technical Notebook because he is not writing
articles at present. Sam regrets that his time did not permit him
to answer all of the letters. However, he read (and appreciated)
them and thanks you for your interest.

A few sophisticated circuits used

a read-only memory (ROM) or
read-write memory IC, but the
winning entry arrived earlier.
The winning schematic was sent
by John Jones of Albany, GA, and
his circuit is shown in Figure 1.

Imaginary number
High school algebra books refer

to f=fas an "imaginary number."
According to the usual explanation,
there is

no number that can be

multipled by itself to give -1 as a

By J.A. "Sam" Wilson, CET

product. Then a chapter

full of
problems is given.
The term "imaginary" is an inap-

Contest winner
Several months ago,I offered a

copy of my industrial electronics
book as a prize to the first reader

printed without permission from
the author or publications, but they
were interesting.

who submitted a practical counting
circuit that skipped number six

A surprising number of circuits
skipped both six and seven. However, the object was to include all

each time it counted from zero to

numbers from zero through nine

nine and repeated.
Many schematics and suggestions
were sent in. Several readers mailed

except for number six.
Several readers invented complicated stories about how to use such

materials taken from books or
magazines. These could not be

propriate descriptive word for the
square root of minus one. It seems
to imply that the term is worthless
for practical uses and can be discarded or ignored. That is not true.
It is very valuable in the study and
mathematics of ac networks, where
the term is called the j operator.
An operator is a mathematical
symbol that describes the procedure

a counter, but no one suggested a

to be followed. For example, the

practical application.

math problem 4+6 uses the operator +. Other popular operators are

-, x and =.
FROM

NC E

Incidentally, an operational amplifier (op -amp) first was designed
to perform addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division as well
as other basic math operations, and

Q0 0-

it was used extensively in analog

16

computers. Op -amps became even
more versatile and valuable when
packaged in integrated -circuit form.

Qg 0
74193
QA C>

Refer to the vector in Figure 2.

NC

CLOCK

PULSER

Its value is +1 and it lies in the

NC

C

0

zero -degree or standard position.

E NC

Qc °

Q00

0 +5V

In Figure 3, the vector has been
rotated 180°. Its value now is equal
to -1. Of course, purists will argue

that the value of this vector never
can equal -1, because it's impossi-

ble to have a negative length.

However, the point of the vector is
at -1, so it can be said to be in the
-1 position.

FROM Qc O

To rotate the vector from its
Figure 2 position to the position in
Figure 3, the vector is multiplied by

FROM QB O

FROM

QA 0

-1.

SKIPS SIX
Figure 1 John Jones sent in this winning design for a zero -through -nine counter
that skips six. QA, QB, QC and QD of the 74193 IC are outputs to a 7 -segment
decoder that drives an LED display.
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Therefore, if multiplication by -1
rotates a vector 180°, by what must
it be multipled to rotate the vector
only 90°? Answer: multiplication by
/TF rotates it 90°. This must be

correct, for when it is multiplied
again by
it moves to the -1
position.

X V --F= -1
In this case, the operator j commands you to rotate the designated
N./

vector by 90°.

operator that rotates a vector away

from the standard position. A +j
rotates it 90° counterclockwise,
while a -j rotates it 90° clockwise.
The term vector indicates a magnitude and a direction. In electrical
circuits, the arrows of vectors repre-

sent magnitude and phase differ
ences. Therefore, they properly
should be called phasors rather

Relating operator j
to electricity
than vectors.
Ac current in a purely inductive
circuit lags behind the voltage by
Repetition makes it true
90°. It would be proper to say the
Lewis Carroll said in The Hunting
current vector is operated on by a j. of the Snark, "What I tell you
Ac current in a purely capacitive three times is true." Repetition
circuit leads the voltage by 90°. If j does enhance credibility.
rotates a vector 90° for a lag, then
I have heard the following story
-j should operate on it for a 90° more than three times. Therefore, it
lead.
must be true There was an intense
The expression R+jXL means but friendly rivalry between engithat XL is at an angle of 90° rela- neers of Swiss and American watch

tive to R. A +j causes a counter- factories. Finally, the Swiss engiclockwise rotation. So the expres- neers made a spring so delicate that
sion R-jXC indicates that XC is observation of it required a microclockwide by 90° from R.
To summarize, j simply is an

scope. They sent it to the American
engineers with the challenge,

"Match this." Before the Americans
sent the spring back, they drilled a
tiny hole in the end of it.
The story took on special significance for me last spring when one

of my brighter students placed a
circuit board on my desk. It was a
breadboarded digital counter that

first counted all odd numbers

between zero and 20, then the even
numbers were counted, and finally

counted zero to 20 by ones.
"Match this," he said in an arrogant manner. I drilled a hole in
it

the counter.

Last charge for the wire
capacitor
Letters came in for several
months following previous descrip-

tions of the marvelous infinite
capacitance made from a short
length of solid wire.
A few readers suggested that the

wire really was made up of an in-

finite number of capacitors in

series, thus making the final value

equal to zero. Others said the
circuit equivalent is an infinite

--1

capacitance paralleled by a zero resistance leakage path, as shown
in Figure 4. However, no one has
INCH

d

1 INCH

--I

LOW CAPACITANCE

space for a dielectric.
Two correct answers

_--

ZERO -DEGREE VECTOR

Figure 2 The value of this vector is
+1. It lies in the standard or

A

argued successfully against the wire

capacitor having a very thin air

Richard Colby of Honolulu,
HI, doubts the completness of

INFINITE CAPACITANCE

CAPACITANCE OF A WIRE

zero -degree position.

my answer to a question from Allen
Daubendiek (Beatrice, NE) about a
question in one of my CET Practice

Tests. The schematic and original
question are printed in Figure 5.
The corrected answer given on

page 42 of the September 1978
INFINITE
CAPACITANCE

1

ZERO

RESISTANCE

1
B

-1 POSITION VECTOR
Figure 3 Rotation of the vector by
1800 brings it to the -1 position.

is

the original

drawing of the wire capacitance. (B)
Some readers believe the wire has
infinite capacitance but is paralleled
by zero resistance.

answer three is also equally correct.
In fact, answer four precedes
answer three in the circuit analysis.

Good tests should not have two

WIRE CAPACITOR?

Figure 4 (A) This

issue of Electronic Servicing was
number four. Colby replied that
although answer four is correct,

correct answers to any question. So,
Colby wondered if the jumper could

be moved to other points that
would make answer two the correct
condition.

Quoting from his letter: "If the
short is changed to the Q1 collector
and the Q2 emitter, the situation is
December 1979 Electronic Servicing 29

Technical notebook

Give

and

increases the forward bias at the
Q3 base and causes heavy current
to flow through Q3."

Take.
Give a little today.
Take a lot tomorrow.
That's what makes
United States Savings
Bonds a great way to
secure your future.
And why over nine
million people like you
have already joined the
Payroll Savings Plan.
You see, once you
sign up, a small part of
each paycheck is set
aside to buy Bonds.
Saving is so automatic,
you'll soon forget
about it.
So buy United
States Savings Bonds.
Automatically,
through the Payroll
Savings Plan.
You won't even feel
like you're giving, until
all those Bonds are
yours for the taking.

Ta ke
stockNts

similar to Q1 saturation. The emitter is made more positive by voltage
from R3. This is lower forward bias
for Q2, so its reduced conduction
increases the collector voltage. This

?4*

inAmerica.
EA public service of this publication
and The Advertising Council.

reversed bias increases the base -to ground voltage.) However, the emitter voltage rises above the base
voltage because of voltage from R3
(usually a low -value resistor). Remember, the emitters of Q1 and Q2
are connected together; therefore,

The corrector is corrected-One of
the difficulties faced by those who
make up tests is that a lack of Ql is biased to cut off, and answer
vigilance and crosschecking can four is correct.
Because the Q1 and Q2 emitters
allow several answers to be correct
rather than just one. It is interest- are connected together, the new
ing to note that Colby also fell into
the same trap he tried to correct.
His suggestion of moving the
jumper does make answer two correct. Unfortunately, it also makes
answer four correct. (Answer four
stated: Transistor Q1 would be cut
off.) Perhaps one could argue that

jumper position gives the same
symptoms and voltage readings as a

collector -to -emitter short in Ql.
Check for such a short immediately

after a voltage reading shows the
transistor bias is reversed but collector -emitter current is flowing.

Figure 5 Question: In this circuit, which of the following will occur when the
base of 01 is shorted to the emitter of Q2?
(1) Transistor Q2 will be destroyed.
(2) Heavy collector current will flow in Q3.
(3) The Q2 collector will become less positive.
(4) Transistor Q1 will be cut off.

In the practice test, the correct answer is listed as number two. That is not
true. Instead, both answer three and answer four are correct. Reader Colby
suggested the jumper should be connected between Q1 collector and Q2
emitter, which would make answer two correct. Is anything wrong with such
reasoning?
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the new short does not affect the
Rl/R2 base voltage divider, so it
could not have decreased the base
voltage. That's true. (In fact, the

nnirYY)n
X©Ilmr-fg IRIn»-0°Eg=MI'd©
TIT©
By Joseph J. Carr, CET

The terms standing waves, standing wave ratio (SWR) and voltage
standing -wave ratio (VSWR) are
used constantly regarding antennas,
coaxial cable and radio/TV trans-

ii

FORWARD
WAVE

mitters. Unfortunately, there is
much confusion about the importance and measurement of standing
waves. Even the name is not

informative. Does it imply that

"\

other waves sit, lie down or run?

A lack of basic understanding
about standing waves can lead to

A

misuse of excellent VSWR meters

so they might produce wrong

..-

'-

¡

**.

,/REFLECTED

\

//
PHASES SUBTRACT

readings under some conditions.
The material in this article is
intended to help technicians avoid
such pitfalls.

RESULTANT

Standing -wave model

Complex subjects can be understood more rapidly when they are
compared to other already -known
concepts. Hydraulic water flow is
used often

to illustrate

SECOND

electron

WAVE

current in basic circuits.

B

A model of standing waves can

PHASES ADD

be the undulations in a length of
rope. The rope is fastened at one
end to a solid wall while the other

moved up and down in
various ways. It's easy to see the
waves travel smoothly down the
end is

Figure 1 (A) When the forward wave and the reflected wave happen to be at
180°

relative phase, subtraction occurs.

If

both have the same amplitude,

cancellation takes place. (B) At antinodal points, both signals have the same
phase, so the amplitudes add.
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the wall and rebound at reduced
amplitude and opposite phase back
to the source. This is essentially the
same as applying pulses or continu-

ous waves to a section of radio
transmission line or cable.
A continuous radio carrier moves

downstream along a length of
coaxial cable while any of the same

carrier that is reflected from the

load moves in the opposite direction
upstream. Therefore, the relative

phase between them changes constantly.

At some points, the two signals
are 180° out of phase, so cancellation takes place (Figure 1A). When

the amplitudes are equal, total

cancellation occurs, leaving zero
voltage. Unequal amplitudes produce an intermediate signal ampli-

add, thus making a resultant
amplitude equal to the sum of
both.

These alternate additions and
subtractions produce stationary

Circle (7) on Reply Card

REBUILD
YOUR OWN
PICTURE TUBES?

rope to the wall, apparently strike

tude by partial cancellation.
Amplitudes of in -phase signals

IY

Ask for our 4111 page 4 «ruby 1 onk:lniny

NO0 lupanese bunsistor.. I(. f F I. diodes
and less equipment and purrs lo. serL ton

Standing waves

GAS SAVERS
One of the simplest ways
to save gas and money is to
drive your car a little less.
Here are more ideas you can
use to keep your foot off the
gas and more money in
your pocket.

points of maximum and minimum
amplitude (or nodes and antinodes)
that are called standing waves.
Matching versus
standing waves
Figure 2A shows perfect matching of 50 o source, 50 S2 coaxial
signal -transmission line and 50 o
noninductive load. All of the forward signal is absorbed by the
load; none is reflected back towards

the source. A graph of the nodes
and antinodes for this one example
shows only a straight line. Without
With the Lakeside Industries precision picture
tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any picture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolutionized precision equipment of our modern times.
This unit is easy to operate and requires only
4 z 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube Is
$5.50. Your cost to rebuild a black and white tube is
$2.15.

Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per

day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.

Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.

Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.
For further information, please send your name and
address to lakeside Industries, 4071 N. Elston Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois 60618. Phone: (312) 583-6565.

P.S. No salesman will call.
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Call ahead to be sure
you aren't wasting gas on an
unnecessary trip. On the average, a wasted trip costs you a
dollar's worth of gas.
Ride to work with a friend
or neighbor just one day a
week and you can save at least
$100 worth of gas every year.
For a free booklet with
more easy energy -saving tips,
write "Energy," Box 62, Oak
Ridge, TN 37830.
ENERGY.

We can't afford to waste it.
U.S. Department of Energy

a reflected signal, no standing

waves are formed. The SWR then is
a perfect 1:1 reading.

Any deviation from the ideal

matching of source, transmission

line, and load allows reflected
signal, which produces the peaks

and nulls of standing waves. A
graph of these standing waves
(Figure 2B) shows the nodes are
separated by a half wavelength of
the signal. (This is true also of the
antinodes.)

A shorted or open load is the
worst possible example of mismatching. As illustrated in Figure
2C and Figure 2D, the SWR has
the same high ratio with either a

short or an open load. However, the
phase is different by a quarter
wavelength for the two conditions.

50u TRANSMISSION LINE

50u

50u

SOURCE

NONINDUCTIVE

OF SIGNAL

Measuring SWR

SWR can be measured with

IDEAL MATCHING

A

MAXIMUM VOLTS
ANTINODE

different degrees of accuracy at

some point in the transmission line
by comparing one of these conditions: forward versus reflected voltage; forward versus reflected cur-

NODES

a2

B

rent; or forward versus reflected

MINIMUM

i VOLTS -.
0V

power.

-x

VSWR tests by RMS power

provide consistently accurate readings,

STANDING WAVES

but they are not fast or

convenient. For example, if a Bird
model 43 Thruline RF wattmeter is

ó
C

used to measure the forward and
reversed powers, the VSWR must
be calculated from the following

-A

LOAD

TRANSMITTER

2

2

SHORTED LINE

formula:

1+VPr
Pf

VSWR =

D
LOAD _

1-

3x

Pr

Pf
Of course, radio technicians soon
learn the range of forward versus
reversed power readings that indi-

cate acceptable VSWR ratios, and
therefore do not calculate each one.

The advantage of power SWR
measurements is that testing at the

transmitter, the antenna base or

any other point in the coaxial cable
gives the same dependable reading.
Most service -shop SWR meters
compare forward and reversed voltage or current. However, these
tests are sensitive to the location of

2

A

2

TRANSMITTER

OPEN LINE

MISMATCHING

CAUSES

NODES

Figure 2 M'smatching of impedances produces the nodes and antinodes of
standing waves. (A) Perfect impedance matching eliminates all standing waves.
(B) The nodes are a half wavelength (of signal) apart. (C) and (D) Although the

standing waves have identical high amplitudes, a short or an open at the
antenna end of coax changes only the relative phase of the antinodes (or
nodes).
ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER

R1

n J1

12

51u
R2

D2

51 St

the measuring equipment. In fact,
they might mislead a technician

into believing erroneously that
VSWR can be reduced to 1:1 by
trimming the length of the coaxial

.005
R3

47K

51 !t

Dl

cable.

These voltage or current VSWR
meters do indicate relative VSWR,
and so are useful for trimming the
antenna length or tuning the

47 K

INTERNAL
CALIBRATE
REV

matching circuit for minimum

I

1.005

FOR

VSWR reading. But the 1.3:1 or

2.2:1 VSWR numbers obtained are
not valid unless the measurement is
made either at the base of the

antenna or through a section of
coaxial cable that is a multiple of
the signal half wavelength.

For 27MHz, a

half -wavelength

M1

RESISTANCE BRIDGE SWR

100 K

50 µA

Figure 3 The voltage drops of forward and reversed signals are measured in a
resistance -bridge SWR tester.
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Standing waves
cable should be 14.6 feet long for
foam type or 12 feet for regular.
Bridge VSWR meter

Cl
.001

TRANSMITTER

Iik-

1

R2
D1

50!t

ANTENNA

Figure 3 shows the schematic of
a typical resistance -bridge type of
VSWR meter. Two of the bridge

arms are

R1

and R3,

and the

bridge is balanced when the antenna impedance is exactly 51 n
The switch is set to forward, the
meter control is adjusted for full.

R1

5011

D2

scale reading, then the switch is
turned to reverse for the SWR

"...H Ic2

reading from a special meter scale.

.001
REV

FORWARD

R3

Monimatch meter
Two identical pick-up conductors
are spaced the same distance from
the center conductor of the internal
transmission line in the monimatch
type of SWR meter (Figure 4). RF
current in the center conductor
induces current in the pick-up wires

METER

.01

501/ A

50 K

and the signals

MONIMATCH SWR METER

are rectified by

matched diodes to form dc voltages
which are in proportion to the
amplitudes of forward and reflected

Figure 4 Monimatch SWR meters employ a transmission -line bridge.

signals. With the switch set for
forward, the calibrate control is
adjusted for a full-scale reading.
After the switch is turned to

reverse, the SWR is read from the
calibrated meter scale.
TI
TOROID TRANS

12

11

ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER

7 pF

pF

I
1 mH

IO

I mH

ro

- 410 pF

101!

470 pf

Toroidal type
Basically, a toroidal -transformer
VSWR indicator (Figure 5) operates
similarly to the previous monimatch
type. However, the doughnut shaped current transformer is used
instead of a pickup assembly.

RF wattmeters often employ a

toroidal transformer, using the
Ohms Law formula of wattage
equals current squared divided by

resistance. Capacitor values are
chosen to provide accurate readings
REV

1

oFOR
25 K

25 K

between 3MHz and 30MHz. This
frequency compensation is not required for SWR readings because
the meter is calibrated before each
measurement.

100 1tA

T

e.

Other antenna instruments
Although many CB -radio techni-

cians use only a SWR meter and
CURRENT TRANSFORMER SWR METER

perhaps an RF wattmeter, there are
other antenna -testing instruments
that can provide valuable information.

Figure 5 A toroid-type current transformer tests forward and reversed current
to measure the SWR.
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An antenna -impedance meter

measures the resistive component of

Figure 6 Leader model LIM-870A tests
antenna impedances between zero and

TI

1000 S? .

R1

250
CT

the antenna-feedpoint impedance.

One commercial model (Leader

152 pF

FROM NOISE
GENERATOR

LIM-870A) is pictured in Figure 6.

C2

It employs a variation of the

lE pF

11

RECEIVER

standard ac Wheatstone bridge to
measure between zero and 1000 0.
Another method of measuring

antenna impedance is found in
noise bridges of several brands
(pictures and schematic in Figure
7). A noise bridge also is a type of
Wheatstone bridge, but a wide -

bandwidth noise signal is used
instead of a sine wave. The noise is
produced by a reverse -biased diode

12

ANTENNA

TYPICAL NOISE BRIDGE

Figure 7 (A) The Omega -T noise bridge tests antenna resonance. (B) Palomar
also markets a noise bridge with an extra control that can indicate whether the
antenna has a high or low resonant frequency. (C) This is a typical noise -bridge

circuit

inside the meter, and is amplified
before it is fed to the bridge. This
is white noise, containing all
frequencies (theoretically).

Operation of the noise bridge is

simple, although it requires a
receiver (preferably with an "S"
meter) for the test -frequency band.

First, the bridge control is set for
the coaxial -cable impedance (50
in most cases), and then the
receiver is tuned slowly around the
desired frequency until a dip or
null of the noise level is noticed.

This is the resonant frequency of
the antenna.
Some models have an additional
control to show whether the reso-

nant frequency is upband (Xi) or
downband (XC) from the desired
one.

Approximate measurements of
resonant frequency can be made

with a dip meter (formerly a
grid -dip meter, when tubes were

Figure 8 The Heath Solid -State Dip Meter can measure the approximate tuned
frequency of coils.
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Standing waves
used), which is an RF L/C variable frequency oscillator having a plug-

any specific frequency. For example, the author used the equipment

response curve was beyond the

in tank coil mounted externally, as

of Figure 9 to cut a coaxial cable

and the sweep test made again.

shown in Figure 8. When the dip
meter coil is placed near (and in
line with) the coil that is being

for a certain 27MHz frequency.

This was continued until the re-

A short at the load end of coax
reflects a similar short to the input

marker. One inch was clipped off

tested for resonant frequency, ener-

end when the cable length

gy is transferred from one coil to
the other. If both coils have the
same resonant frequency, the test
coil loads down the dip signal and

precisely a half wavelength of the

sponse dip merged with the marker.
Therefore, the coaxial cable electrical length was correct for producing
accurate SWR tests at that frequen-

signal. Therefore, a dip

cy,

reduces the meter reading.
Sweep tests with scope
Sweep tests can reveal the exact
physical length of coax needed for

in

is

the

regardless of the meter type

sweep response curve shows the
location of the half wavelength.
The coax was cut too long in the
beginning. Next, the load end was
shorted from shield to center wire,

used.

and the sweep/marker test was
made to be sure the dip of the

perfect matching of source impedance, cable or transmission line
impedance, and the non -inductive

Summary and comments

Total elimination of standing
waves can be accomplished only by

load impedance. Any less -than -per-

fect matching allows the signal to

bounce from the load (or the
source) and travel back through the
cable in the wrong direction.

Relative phase between these

MARKER

forward and reversed signals produces stationary points of maximum amplitude (nodes from addi-

GENERATOR
TO

ANTENNA
MARKER

tion) and minimum amplitude (anti -

ADDER

nodes from subtraction). These

SWEEPER

maximum and minimum areas are
called standing waves.

SWEEP
RF

Notice that standing waves do

SYNC

not cause any reverse signal;
instead, the direct and reversed

signals produce standing waves.
However, standing waves in SWR
units can be measured either direct-

ly according to the node and
EXT

SCOPE

o

anti -node amplitudes or indirectly

HORIZ

by

the amount of forward and

reversed signals. Measurements by

VERT

RMS power are accurate when
made anywhere in the coaxial/anA

EQUIPMENT SET-UP

tenna system, while SWR measure-

ments by voltage or current vary
according to where the meter is
connected.

MARKER

ANTENNA

GENERATOR

1000

FROM

1000

470 K

100 K

SWEEPER

TO

SCOPE

MARKER ADDER

At the frequencies used by
MATV and CATV systems, these
reversed signals can cause an effect

.002

B

Figure 9 (A) This interconnection of equipment can show when coax is a half
wavelength. (B) A marker adder for post -injected markers is easy to construct.
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the dissipation. But the bouncing
signals cause other problems.

DIODE

I00K

TV ghosts-Excessive reversed signals (high VSWR ratio) reduce the
total power radiated by the antenna
in radio systems. Also, the reverse
signal might be absorbed partially
by the output stage, thus increasing

similar to location ghosts.

So,

correct matching of all such systems
is much more important for obtain-

ing sharp video pictures than for
reducing transmission losses.

catalus U1i
A six page brochure illustrating
the Intervox line of custom auto

speaker products is available from
International Components. The brochure contains sections describing
speakers, acoustically transparent
wire mesh grilles, custom metal and
plastic grilles, speaker controls and
accessories.

such as five line printers, disc

Radio Shack has issued a 24 -page

catalog. The Expanding World of

expansion units, a voice synthesizer,

includes information on
the model I and model II TRS-80
microcomputer systems. Also listed

system desk, dust covers, carrying
cases and software including more

TRS-80. It

than 50 ready -to -run programs.

are peripherals and accessories
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The Sprague short -form catalog
WR-167B lists the complete line of
Sprague semiconductor products.

Shopping

ONE

The catalog contains 65 pages of
intergrated circuits, transistors and
diodes, with new products listed in

STOP/

every category.

At Profit Saving Prices

For Belts, Chemicals & Solid State
Devices - Phono Cartridges & soldering

Circle (18) on Reply Card

needs

The ETCO Electronics catalog,

issue H, contains 80 pages of

BELTS Quality PRB exact replacement

hundreds of bargain -priced items.

belts for Video Tape machines, Cassettes,
8 -tracks,& Turntables - in stock & ready
for immediate shipment

unusual and hard -to -find parts,
factory termination material and
Circle (19) on Reply Card

AT PROFIT SAVING PRICES

A 60 -page catalog from Sprague
contains information on capacitors,

resistors,

interference

filters,

switches and optoelectronic devices.

'TM"

Also included are pulse trans-

formers, miniature lamps, wiring
components, both entertainment and
MRO, as well as for electronic

SOLID STATE DEVICES
Original Japanese Replacement Trans-

istors & Integrated Circuits. ECG Replacements from Raytheon
AT PROFIT SAVING PRICES

PHONO NEEDLES & CARTRIDGES

experimenters, schools and labora-

P/aiNt e'hl

tories.
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A handbook called Mold Design
Guide for the designer discussing
injection molding of Noryl thermo-

plastic resins is available from
General Electric Company's Plastics
Division. The pocket -sized pamphlet
is designed for on-the-job use.
Circle (21) on Reply Card

Thousands of quality needles in stock for
for Immediate delivery
AT PROFIT SAVING PRICES

CB & AUDIO ACCESSORIES
Patchcords, cables, record & tape care
products - in stock for immediate ship-

PlQIIShC'hl

ment

AT PROFIT SAVING PRICES
Aerosol Degreasers & Tuner Cleaners,

SERVICE AIDS lubricants, adhesives, solvents

A short form catalog is available
from Ailtech Division Cutler -Hammer. Photographs and specifications
of such items as frequency synthe-

sizers, spectrum analyzers and
EM/RFI test instrumentation are
included.

AT PROFIT SAVING PRICES

PROJECTOR

Toll Free

RECORDER

New Products Catalog

Belt Corporation
200 Clay Street, P.O. Box 176
Whitewater, WI 53190

1-800-558-9572

Ask for our
& your Free Belt Bible
Complete Belt Cross-reference Chart
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endeco
soldering &
desoldering
equipment
4!'f,

SOLDERING
IRONS

.W,.. .AI

DNlUCtPiI
800MHz mobile antenna

An 800MHz low -silhouette radome-enclosed antenna, model ASP 930,

Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats - 20w and
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords.

DESOLDERING
IRONS

has been designed by The

Antenna Specialists. The unit has a

maximum power rating of 100W and
a VSWR of less than 1.5:1 over
a 60MHz bandwidth. Frequency
range is 806-866MHz.

Power inverters
Two Micronta power inverters for
converting 12Vdc/120Vac to power

ac appliances from a car, boat or

recreational vehicle battery are new
from Radio Shack. The 300W (25
amps) and 100W (12 amps) inverters

Circle (23) on Reply Card
Pencil style. Safety light. Some operate at 40w, idle

at 20w. 8 tip sizes. 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords.

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING
KITS
Everything needed
to solder or de solder or both. All
in a handy lifetime metal
box with hasp.

See your distributor or write...

P. A. amplifier

The new Pathfinder line of

all -

solid -state public address amplifiers
is being manufactured by Newcomb

Audio Products. Six models in the
line range from 25 to 100 watts.
Most of the amplifiers have microphone -precedence

music

muting,

feature a normal/boost switch and
automatic overload protection.
The 300W inverter is priced at

$79.95. The 100W unit, with cigarette lighter plug, is $39.95.

Enterprise. Development Corp.
Indianapolis IN 46220
5127 E. 65th St.
PHONE (317) 251-1231
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You Are Not

ALONE!
IRS

,

oar,

OSHA

FCC

TJ
LOCAL
:77 GOV'T

STATE
GOV'T

EEOC CONSUMER FTC
ADVOCATES

If you think that being in business makes
you INDEPENDENT, think again!

separate and independent response
control for each microphone channel, and bridging jacks for joining
two amplifiers together. Most inputs
give a choice of low- or high-impe-

Industrial sound transducer
The MS -1 electronic sound transducer, by Floyd Bell Associates, is a
piezoelectric audio warning device
that provides size and current

dence microphones without the need
of transformers where balanced line

necessary. The Pathfinder line
includes two column loudspeakers
is

and a 4 -speed phono top.
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Distribution amplifiers

Three Eagle series MATV distribution amplifiers are available from

nt

BROAD BAND

® 01RFRNUTION ANDUF1ER

WM 16Eó

MODEL O,7616

EAGLE SERIES

Consumerists and government agencies

advantages over buzzers or speakers. The unit is a medium impedance device of a few thousand
ohms.

Operating voltage for the

MS -1 ranges up to 150VPP maximum.

are your silent - but greedy - partners:

Circle (27) on Reply Card

AND THEIR SHARE COMES FIRST: even
if you don't make a profit.

WELL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FACE THEM BY YOURSELF

JOIN NESDA
AND YOUR LOCAL&
STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Send for more information to:

NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St.
Fort Worth, Texas 76109
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Trans USA. All models are 75 0

units with gains of 8dB (DA -7508),

16dB (DA -7516) and 24dB (DA -7524).
Maximum output is 52dBmV and

noise figure is 7dB on all models.
Circle (25) on Reply Card

Microwave survey meter
Holaday Industries has developed

a microwave survey meter, the
It has a single range of

HI -1800.

0-10 mw/cm2, push -to -use switch

tv á rodio

When you price

and low -battery indicator. Two 9V
batteries are included.
The HI -1800 comes complete with

carrying case, beaker and operating
instructions for $169.

tech's guide
to pricing

by "The Book'..
everyone
benefits!
Eliminates under-

charging...controls overpricing...treats both
customer and shop
owner fairly!

The Parts Pricing Book
Lists over 160 pages of
current parts prices for
instant reference.
Computerized with automatic
up-dating...$24.50 + up -dating.

Each book is
a great
time saver!
Pricing parts
and labor from

The Labor Pricing Book
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Industrial electrical tapes
Tesa offers 16 different electrical

tapes in a range of base materials,
dielectric strengths and insulation

class ratings. The line features tesa film tapes which are either polyes-

The new 4th Edition will expand your
business mind as never before!
Greatly simplified while being expanded
to include all the new products, as
well as the traditional.

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-228-4338
8/5 C.S.T. MONDAY/FRIDAY

sPerr tech

ter or kapton film tapes with die-

lectric strengths ranging from 2100
to 4200 V/mil.
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it

inc.

tubes to their electronic tube line.
The new line includes: Tube
EY500A16E4, designed primarily
for damper service in color television receivers; PCL805/18GV8 con-

tains a double triode/pentode for

...together
they're
fantastic!

P.O. Box 5234 Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
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IT'S NO PUZZLE
NATESA

TO ORDER

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
Receiving tubes
Sylvania has added nine receiving

ONE BOOK

FOR TV -RADIO & 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FU.
UTAH NOW AT TOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

4040 N NASHVILLE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60634
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Heart disease
and stroke
will cause half
of all deaths
this year.

5908 S.
Troy

Chicago

IL 60629

ARE YOU A PRO?
...the not for profit association
championing independents' right to
compete, and delivering valuable
benefits continuously since 1950.

LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER

WATCHDOG
LOBBYIST
YARDSTICK OF STANDARDS
CONSUMER RELATIONS

COUNSELOR
PROBLEM SOLVER

vertical multivibrators; PCL86/

14GW8 and ECL86/6GW8 contain
high amplification triodes and pentodes for audio power applications;
PL504/27GB5 and EL504/6GB5,

beamed pentodes with Magnaval
construction and a special anode for
better dissipation.
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American

Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

We are not freeloaders. So our check

for $60.00 dues is attached. As our
special premium, please ship the indicated $15.00 Manual.

Practical Business Manual

-OR-

Service Contract Manual
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test euuiment iJIll
Digital multimeter

measures levels of 20 to 120dBµV on
VHF channels. A built-in attenuator

6100 31/2 -digit LCD display audio

up to 80dB of attenuation in 10dB
steps. The unit features VHF chan-

Weston has designed the model
response digital multimeter. The
unit features a five range audio
response function which allows go -

nel selection with accurate detented

designed to maintain accuracy
over a 105-130VAC range. Optional
accessories include a rack mounting
kit and protective cover.
The unit lists at $1099.
is

/11111111111111111K

410
p2*

(.1 h

a..

1,4

11-1

4-ot,U

unit features VHF channel
selection with accurate detented
The

tuning and continuous UHF tuning,
and is battery powered.
The suggested price is $512 complete.
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no -go testing to

performed with-

out paying attention to the display

and has instantaneous response.

The unit also features five functions:
ac/dc volts, ac/dc current and
resistance.
The 1600 is priced at $139.
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Scope probes
Model SP100, replacement 1X/10X

scope probe, is available now from

Microprocessor -controlled DVM
Sencore is now marketing a
auto microprocessor -controlled

ranged DVM. Basically a 41/2 -digit
instrument, the DVM-56 Microrang-

er can be changed to

a

31/2

or

Test Probes. A ground reference 21/2 -digit DVM with the push of a
switch position enables the scope button. The DVM-56 features a do
input to be grounded at the probe voltage accuracy of .0750/0, plus or
tip. This feature serves as a positive
means of trace identification, and
allows a zero voltage to be selected

from the probe. The cable has a
15MHz dual -trace scopes

flexible and rugged center conduc-

ture 8 x 10 cm CRTs and color -coded

probe head fittings, and a BNC-pindiameter tip. For the 10X function,

front panels, 5mV to 20V/div vertical sensitivity, and triggering capa-

vided.

Telequipment's two new 15MHz
scopes, the D1015 and D1016, fea-

tor, strain relief at connector and
a 10-60pF trimmer range is pro-

minus five counts, with 15M f2 input

The SP100 comes complete with impedance. Three automatic peak sprung hook, trimmer tool, BNC to -peak ac voltage ranges to 2KV at
adaptor, IC tip, and insulating tip 100KHz, also are featured. Three
for $36.
automatic dB ranges to 1KV at
Circle (34) on Reply Card

30MHz scope

The B&K-Precision model 1479
features an internal 160nS signal delay line, minimum visible delay of
bilities including TV mode. The
D1016 also features full sensitivity

X -Y, differential, X5 vertical magnif-

ication and a variable time base.
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Strength meter
The model LFC-944B VHF/UHF
field

strength meter from Leader
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12nS. Rise time is 11.7nS or less.

Other features include a 10 -position

vertical attenuator which covers

5mV to 5V per cm at an accuracy of
+30/0, 20 calibrated sweep positions
from 0.2psec/cm to 0.5 sec/cm (X5
magnification increases sweep speed

to 40 ns/cm), and TTL-compatible
intensity modulation. The 1479 has
fully regulated power supplies and

20KHz from -43 to +62dB, 1mV into
600 12, extends the use of the DVM
to audio frequencies.
The DVM-56 is priced at $695.
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VHF signal generator
The Leader LCG-138 VHF signal

generator is a calibrated source of
test signals for CATV and MATV

systems. The unit provides cali-

brated outputs on two high and two
low VHF channels at accurate levels
from 60 to lOdB)iV in 10dB steps. It
is battery powered.
The LCG-138 sells for $244.
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hotofactiiIIEI1i
HITACHI
Chassis SU
QUASAR
Chassis TS -967, VTS-967
Chassis AEDTS-961N (Run A01)

1848-2
1849-2

QUASAR
Chassis AGTS-965N, ETS -965N,
LTS-965N, TS -965N
Chassis 12TS-969
Chassis AGTS-973N, GTS-973N,
LTS-973N, TS -973N

1850-1

Chassis CTC96A

1870-2

SAMPO
Chassis CS -13A, C

1868-2

SANYO
21T50

1869-2

SHARP
19686
KMC-970, 96126

1866-2
'!868-3

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC720

1869-3

TRUETONE
GCJ3011A-08, GCJ3911B-97
SCJ3904C-97

1867-2
1870-3

1848-1

SAMPO
7619

1871-2

RCA

ZENITH
Chassis 19KC52

Remote Control Receiver 130-9
Remote Control Transmitter 124-11

1866-1
1868-1

1850-2

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Chassis 10AA-E/-F
GOLD STAR
Chassis NF7X
HITACHI
Chassis SK -A4

1869-1

1870-1

1871-1

MAGNAVOX

Chassis 1809-01-AA/02-AA/03-AA/04-AA/05-AA _1865-1
.1865-1

PRB-1 DIGITAL LOGIC PROBE
Compatible with DTL, TTL, CMOS,
MOS and Microprocessors using a 4
to 15V power supply. Thresholds automatically programmed. Automatic
resetting memory. No adjustment required. Visual indication of logic levels, using LED's to show high, low,
bad level or open circuit logic and
pulses. Highly sophisticated, shirt
pocket portable (protective tip cap
and removable coil cord).

DC to > 50 MHZ

10 Nsec. pulse response
120 K R impedance
Automatic pulse stretching to 50 Msec.
Automatic resetting memory
Open circuit detection
Automatic threshold resetting
Compatible with all logic

$3695
* ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING
(N. Y. CITY AND STATE RESIDENTS ADD TAX)

families 4-15 VDC

Range extended to 15-25 VDC
with optional PA -1 adapter
Supply O.V.P. to ± 70 VDC
No switches/no calibration

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 Conner St., Bronx, N.Y. 10475

(212) 994-6600 / Telex 125C91
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TV SHOP-GOING OUT OF BUSINESS. B&K 177
VTVM $55 (Price New -$100). REM CRU-1 Cathode

titmarketDIace

recovery unit and CRT tester $95 (Price New $240). Sylvania CK1500X test jig and adapters
$145

(Price New -$440).

All

excellent

working

condition, over 340 popular TV tubes $225 (New
list price $2500) Free tube caddy with tubes, over
Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35

cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word
Minimum classified charge 53 00

For ads on which replies are

IN.

47348.

Call

evenings (317)

for

Advertising Services
PROJECTION TV: Fact sheet prepared by an
optical expert. Directions, sources for lens,

screen, and kit hardware for quality installations.
Send $1 to Bernard Lee, Box 211, Little Silver,
11-79-3t

COLOR PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT. SEMIAUTOMATIC ELECTRONICALLY
CONTROLLED PROCESS. COMPLETE TRAINING.

Call or write Atoll Television, 6425 W. Irving Park,
Chicago, IL 60634. Phone 312-545-6667. 12-79-2t
FOR SALE: All G.E. 5" Scope ST -2A $50.00;
Marker generator ST -5A $100.00; Sweep genera-

tor ST -4A $100.00 cables and manuals. Heatkit
electronic switch 1D-101 $35.00; Precision VTVM
EV-10 scale 4"x6" $50.00; Sencore 5' scope wide
band PS -148 $50.00; Sencore sweep and marker
generator SM-152 $75.00; Sencore ringer YF-33
$35.00 (New). Varivolt Master 500W N-202 $25;
B&K VTVM Model 175 $50.00, all with cables.
Paul TV 7548 West Belmont Ave., Chicago, IL.
12-79-1t

60634, 312/889-1245

300 NEW, original box, Octal TV tubes, lot
$100.00 plus shipping. James Fred, Cutler, IN
12-79-1t

SOLVE COMPLEX VERBAL EQUATIONS in

46920.

minutes. $2.00. Stamped envelope. Gardner, 110
12-79-1t
Epworth, Chester, SC 29706

SAMS PHOTO FACTS: Numbers 1 through 800,

MEN/WOMEN FOR FUN! Shaklee Independent
Wholesale Distributors earn 5200-55.000 monthly,
Bonus. New Car, Etc Details, Golden, RT2, Box
392ES, Fair
7S9-2738.

Grove, MO 65648 Phone

sent postpaid, $4.00 each, Hy's Television, 911
East 15th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

Business Opportunity
(1-417)

3-79-12t

Advertising Sales Offices

NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Joe Concert, 4 West 58th St.,
New York, NY 10019;
Phone: (212) 888-1977

12 -79 -it

348-4952.

forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of 53 00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs
Classified cc:umns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufactures unless used and no longer owned by the
manufacturer or a distributor

N.J. 07739

(Dealer cost new over $800). Misc. TV parts 25
cents per pound. All items F.O.B. Write for
details, Dennis Staley, 220 Woodland Drive,
Hartford City,

to us

sent

150 Sams photofacts (between 557 and 1452) $35.
New and used Quasar panels and free caddy $175

Electronic Servicing

12-79-1t

RADIO & TV. SERVICE FOR SALE: Established 5
years, new equipment & parts, low overhead,

inventory included, Jake Sharet,

16

N. Water,
12-79-2t

Greenwich, Conn. 06830

SATELLITE TELEVISION-Movies, sports, etc.
Build or buy your own earth station. Send $3.00
for information. Satellite TV, RD 3, Box 140,

ESTABLISHED T.V. and Antenna Service Business available in small city location on beautiful
Lake Michigan. Easily expandable to county wide

Oxford. N.Y. 13830.

shopping near by. Interested? Call Stevensville

Wanted

10.79-3t

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Helen Hull, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
Phone: (913) 888-4664

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

3055 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone: (213) 387-0639

LONDON, ENGLAND

John Ashcraft & Co., 12 Bear St.,
Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7AS,
England;
Phone: 930-0525

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

John Ashcraft & Co., John J. Lucassen,
Akerdijk 150A, 1171 PV-Badhoevedorp
Holland;
Phone: 2968-6226
TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd.,
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan;
Phone: 502-0656

advertisers'

I i:

operation, residence included. Schools and

10-79-3t

T.V. 616-429-7349.

WANTED: RCA and ZENITH color TV modules,
Ed Herbert, 410 N. Third, Minersville, PA 17954

For Sale

12-79-1t

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES-DEALER ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc.
519.94, Magnavox 361380-1 $21.95, Sylvania, GE

$17.95 to $22 95. Request for price list on
your letterhead David Sims Enterprises, Inc 665
etc

Corp

,

Jericho Turnpike, Huntington Station, N.Y.
11746. (516) 549-3925

Fuji-Svea Enterprises

5 -79 -ft

Holaday Industries
Gamit Enterprises, Inc.
General Electric/TV
Lakeside Industries
Liason

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement
Chrysler, Philco-Ford,
Panasonic and many others Large
parts

Delco.

Motorola,
inventory.

Laran Electronics. Inc.. 3768 Boston Road,
Bronx, ÑY 10469, (212) 881-9600. out of New York
5-79-tf
State. (800) 223-8314.

TV & RADIO TUBES, 36 cents EA!! Free color
catalog Cornell, 4221
California 92104.

University.

San

Diego,
8-76-11

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-

TIONS! Parts. equipment stereo, industrial,
educational. Amazing values, Fascinating items

unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog.
Plattsburgh, N Y. 12901.

ETCO-011,

Box

762,
6 -78 -ft

FOR SALE: Television sales and service shop in
Wilton N.D. For more information, write or call

Vera Gorden, phone 701-734-6684, Box 57,

12-79-1t

Wilton, N.D. 58579

HELP WANTED: TV Technician -experienced, paid

vacations, fringe benefits, excellent opportunity
with secure future, start March 1980, Delman
TV, 651 E. Park Ave., Long Beach, N.Y. 11561,
12-79-2t

516/432-7373

VHS VIDEO CASSETTES:

4

hr,

name brands,

$17.50, pay for 12, we ship 13, Dotty's Buying
Service 651 E. Park Ave., Long Beach, N.Y. 11561

Shipping $3.50. Pre -pay or Master Charge or
Visa.

12-79-1t
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Channel Master
The Cooper Group
Creative Electronics
Enterprise Development

Have your

blood pressure checked.
Give Heart Fund (If)

American heart Ass',cial,On

IBC
6
1

40
32
6
1

7

32
3

NATESA

41

NESDA

40

OK Machine & Tool
Corp

43

Oel rich

41

Projector -Recorder

To get more
information...

on items advertised or

de-

scribed in this publication, use
the Reader Service Card

Belt Corp
PTS Electronics
Service Training Group
Sperry Tech

Zenith Radio Corp

39

IFC, 1
8
41

BC

Get the best selling
line in the business!
Channel Master
Simemp

SPARTAN AMPLIFIERS

and the broadest selection of home
ANTENNA SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT in the industry!
Channel Master's Spartan Amplifiers are a complete line of outdoor signal boosters, designed to
meet the entire spectrum of TV and FM reception

will let you match your customer's needs exactly.
The ASE system gives you all the pieces, both

needs. They cover everything from 300 ohm
Deep Fringe VHF/FM to 75 ohm High Input
UHF, and they all display the same superior

and trouble -free installation.

actives and passives, every piece quality -engineered and feature -oriented for superior performance

engineering and technology that has made Channel Master famous. Backed by Channel Master's
Antenna Systems Equipment, Spartan amplifiers

Channel Master Spartan and ASE-get the com-

represent the ultimate in performance and dependability.

NEW! Couplers, Joiners, Separators and Rejection
Filters with newly designed housings and packag-

Different areas, different stations and different

them today.

petitive edge!

ing. Ask your Channel Master distributor for
sets all

add up to customers with different

reception needs. That's why Channel Master has
developed ASE, Antenna Systems Equipment,

a versatile group of reception components that

Channel Master

Division of Avnet, Inc., ES1279, Ellenville, New York 12428

Circle (2) on Reply Card

150,000 REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD SWITCH NOW TO THE
BIGGEST, BROADEST -EVER

LINE OF ZENITH UNIVERSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS covering
Zenith exact replacements plus

the most popular types in the

industry - all in a new catalog!

SK3004/102A
SK3051/158

>EWc
ÉC6123A

80125

E00158
O159
ECp198
IECG509

ECG7121
ECG50B

1037.9001

12t: 9Ó34
121477.01ECG154

21229000
121-Z9 03
121103?287

221.48
103.29000

SK3Ó83%1gj

SK3100/519
SK3115/1853119/113

SK

51(3313/118
SK3444/123A

SK3452/,08

121Z9004
212.29000

12.85

121-98903
103-131

121.1029
103.101

212.78.02
121-2900DA
121.522

GE20
0E.53
GE -217

GESpqA

0E512
GE514
OECR.7

GEIC33

12'1.29000
121

A

121.g5

121-Z9038
12.290,5
21276-02

212.2

103
j qs

221.89

It's all under one numbering system that saves you
time and adds value to any Zenith semiconductor
you may already have in stock !
Switch now to Zenith Universal Semiconductor
replacements and see how well your shop shapes
up...your bottom line, too.
Check with your Zenith distributor for your copy of Zenith's Universal
Semiconductor cross-reference guide...and ask how you can enjoy
the convenience of our special Tube Caddy/Benchtop Organizer.

7rNri
lity
goes in
the name goes on
iiy goes
in before
oeoe ins

ECG is a registered trademark of GTE SYLVANIA

I

Shown here are Just a few of the more t ad 150,000 cross-references in the July, 1979
edition of the Zenith Universal Semiconductor
cross-reference guide.

Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division/11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
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